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Chairman’s 
Message
by Tom Appleton

Tom Appleton

As I sit down to write this in May, Hall of 
Fame Member astronaut Chris Hadfield, 
Commander of Expedition 35 to the 
International Space Station, is wowing 
Canada and the world with his use of social 
media from his perch in the universe.  He 
is bringing day-to-day life aboard the ISS 
‘down-to-earth’ for millions of school-age 
youngsters and their parents, along with 
their Neanderthal grandparents (that’s me 
and perhaps some of you!). The space/
earth duet, ‘Is Somebody Singing’, the 
song Chris and Ed Robertson, of the 
Canadian rock band the Barenaked Ladies, 
co-wrote and performed with the Wexford 
Leeks choir, had already gone viral in 

Canada when the Commander’s last live 
performance from the ISS was broadcast in 
early May.

The broad level of public interest in Chris’ 
flight and the reaction from across Canada 
has been incredible. It will surely help 
inspire new interest amongst the country’s 
youth in mathematics, engineering and 
advanced technical subjects.  This is very 
important today and the world needs more 
of it if we’re to continue advancing the 
human race. The contribution made to 
Canada’s development by innovation in 
the aerospace industry has been immense 
and is a field with unlimited opportunities 

for the cream of our youth. However, 
long term public interest has sometimes 
languished in the face of competition from 
all the modern distractions of today.

Chris’ ability to articulate simple-
sounding concepts in answer to complex 
technical questions, in a way that can be 
easily understood by those without much 
knowledge of the details, has proven to 
be a game changer.  He doesn’t speak 
down to the common person; he brings 
us up to his level. He has single-handedly 
raised the level of public interest in space, 
almost dormant since the space shuttle was 
withdrawn from service a few years ago.  
Through the use of modern communication 
techniques and his passion for music, he 
is showing the world a new, more human 
way to look upon the potential for human 
exploration in space.  He is presenting the 
challenges and opportunities it offers our 
youth.  As Canadians, Chris Hadfield is 
making us very proud, indeed.  

Thank you Commander Hadfield. Keep 
lighting those fires.

From Your Editor
Mary Oswald

Several months ago I approached the idea 
of an ‘Anniversary’ issue of The Flyer to 
commemorate forty years since Canada’s 
Aviation Hall of Fame was incorporated.  
Events in Alberta in the early 1970’s 
were already leading to the formation 
of an organization, The Order of Icarus, 
that would recognize the contributions of 
aviators across the country and eventually 
become Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame.  

When I asked Members of The Hall to 
send me articles for this issue, I really 
didn’t know what to expect. I admit that 
I had high hopes that they would respond 
with their personal memories, but I must 
also admit that I got more than I expected!  
Their enthusiasm and generosity, not only 
with their articles, but with photos, is 
outstanding, as you can see in these pages.    

The Flyer had to expand from its usual twelve 
pages to include them all, and I am pleased 
to say that you can expect to see more of 
these types of stories in the Fall issue.

Members of The Hall:
This issue is a tribute to you!

We at CAHF wish the 
following 
Members

May:
Laurent Beaudoin, May 13
Les Kerr, May 15
Dave Williams, May 16
Claude Taylor, May 20
Walter Chmela, May 28

June:
Larry Clarke, June 12
Barry Marsden, June 15

July:
Fern Velleneuve, July 2
Rosella Bjornson, July 13
Vera Dowling, July 16
* Rex Terpening, July 23 (100 years!)

August:
Nils Christensen, August 15
Chris Hadfield, August 29
Jerauld Wright, August 31

September:
Wilson Leach, September 28
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Bringing the Global Express to Life
by Laurent Beaudoin

At Bombardier, we’re always thinking about 
what’s next. We constantly seek to create 
better ways to move the world and the day 
we stop innovating is the day we might as 
well throw in the towel. Back in early 1991 
when I was CEO, we were busy assessing 
the options for our next business aircraft. We 
already had the Challenger, our mid-range 
jet, and the Learjet, our smallest one, but 
we were thinking bigger, longer and most 
luxurious. It was a daunting challenge.

When our then-Vice President of 
Engineering, John Holding, informed us that 
stretching the Challenger was not a viable 
alternative, I rephrased the problem in the 
positive. I said, “Stop telling me what can’t 
be done. If you had carte blanche, unlimited 
resources and infinite imagination, what 
would you do?”

I told John that whatever kind of corporate 
jet he designed, it had to be a step change not 
just an improvement over existing planes. 
I wanted a business aircraft capable of 
meeting the challenges of the 21st century, 
which meant non-stop flights between city-
pairs such as New York-Tokyo and London-
Buenos Aires. 

John immediately assembled more than 400 
engineers from ten different countries to 
tackle the exciting challenge of imagining 
our first clean-sheet design. This marked a 
turning point for our company and the birth 
of the Global Express-a state-of-the art plane 
that redefined long-range business jet travel 
and remains the Bombardier achievement of 
which I am most proud. 

Of course, being our first clean-sheet plane - 
many more would follow - we were certainly 
a little nervous. Clean sheets are always 
a risk; however, based on my own flying 
experience, I knew that range was crucial for 
executive trips. And with the trend towards 
globalization, the need for a business jet with 
more range and speed would just increase 
over time. What’s more, customers were 
already asking for this plane. I was so sure 
that there was a market for this plane that I 
devoted much of my time and energy to its 
development. 

I must admit though, that when John and 
his team estimated the initial costs for the 
Global Express at $1 billion, it temporarily 
took the wind out of my sails. At the time, 
Bombardier just didn’t have the means 
to invest $1 billion in R&D. We knew we 
had to find another way and that’s exactly 
what we did. We developed aviation’s first 
risk-sharing strategy and invited major 
suppliers to become official program 
partners responsible for various parts and 
components. Now we were a team rallied 
around a common objective while also 
sharing the development risks.  

When we finally started assembling the 
Global Express in late 1993, it was a very 
exhilarating time for all of us. We had 
hundreds of engineers speaking eight 
languages working in the same room in 
Mirabel outside Montreal. It looked and 
sounded like a multicultural beehive. 

By the time the Global Express entered into 
service five years later, my dream had come 
true. We had succeeded in building a business 
jet that leapfrogged over the competition in 
every respect. Even a competitor’s offer 
to repay our Global Express customers’ 
$250,000 deposits if they switched to 
Gulfstream couldn’t lure them away. The 
rest, as they say, is history...

Laurent Beaudoin, C.C., M.Comm., was 
inducted as a member of Canada’s Aviation 
Hall of Fame in 1999.

Global Express 
Business Aircraft, 1993

Laurent Beaudoin, CEO, 
Bombardier Inc.

1993, Global Express launch year.

Bombardier Inc.
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From Stem to Canadarm
by Larry Clarke

During World War 2 the National Research 
Council of Canada (NRC) invented a fist 
sized device that could extend a tubular tape 
instead of the flat tape within the normal 
carpenter’s rule.  Unfortunately, except for 
very short applications, the tube collapsed 
due to the pull of gravity on earth, and no 
wartime use was found.  Following the end 
of the war scientists turned their minds to 
space exploration where weightlessness 
existed and the NRC device, now called the 
STEM, found many applications as antennae 
and as actuators, and the Spar Division of 
de Havilland Canada acquired a license to 
design, manufacture and sell these products.  

When I joined de Havilland in 1953, I 
assisted the small research and development 
group known as the Special Products and 
Applied Research Division (S.P.A.R.).  At 
that time, work was mainly for the Canadian 
government’s defense applications.  When 
the Avro Arrow was scrapped, SPAR began 
to look into non-military and space-related 
applications.  de Havilland was concentrating 
on its short take-off and landing aircraft and 
decided to sell its SPAR Division.  I was 
familiar with SPAR and realized its potential 
in the emerging space industry.  I gathered 
a team together and offered to purchase the 
de Havilland Division and with it the STEM 
license.  By the end of 1967 SPAR Aerospace 
Ltd was launched.  I served as CEO of SPAR 
until I retired in 1990.

With the advent of the NASA Shuttle Space 
Program in the 1950s, the requirement 
emerged for a space crane to move 
equipment in and out of the shuttle which 
would enable the astronauts to conduct 
experiments in space. The NRC and SPAR 
submitted a proposal  to NASA for Canadian 
participation. We learned that two major 
U.S. Aerospace firms were already studying 
the requirement based on adapting industrial 
designs for production line automated tool 
changers. In contrast, SPAR and the NRC, 
with their experience from using the STEM 
in space, believed that they could design a 
device based on the operation of the human 
arm with its multiple joints and flexibility 
of movement, and discussed this idea with 
NASA. 

NASA photo

NASA agreed that if the NRC would fund 
a feasibility study SPAR could compete 
in the competition with the US firms.  To 
assist in the study, SPAR designed a full 
scale simulator complete with a mock-
up arm.  This was a very early example of 
engineers using computer aided design and 
manufacturing for complex developments, 
and no doubt led to the extraordinary 
reliability of the Canadarm over the past 
35 years.  It also contributed largely to the 
confidence within NASA and NRC that the 
arm approach was the right path to follow, 
and that Canada should become a full partner 
in the Shuttle program.

The great success of the Canadarm has been 
a source of pride throughout Canada and 
an encouragement to young Canadians to 
add to their pride in Canada’s many other 
achievements in the field of aviation.  The 
selection of Chris Hadfield as the current 
commander of the Space Station is evidence 
of the high regard that NASA has for 
Canadian talent.

Larry Clarke, O.C., LL.B., was inducted 
as a member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame in 1996.
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Memories - From Whistler to New Zealand
by Robert (Bud) White

My grandson, Matt, reminds me that my 
‘memories article’ should include skiing 
and mountain climbing in Whistler and 
New Zealand, my 2009 award from the BC 
Aviation Council, and last year`s trip across 
the continent in my Navion.  A little ambitious 
for a short article - my Navion story will have 
to wait for a later Flyer!

I`d  taken early release from the Air Force in 
1979 - after 3 years as Base Commander of 
CFB North Bay - in order to join Noranda 
Mines as General Manager of their Special 
Metals Division, and later President of their 
co-venture NORSAND with Sandvik of 
Sweden, making seamless tubing for the 
Canadian and US nuclear power industry.  

Fascinating stuff, but not flying! So in 
1983, Lee and I moved West to Vancouver’s  
‘Canadian Aircraft Products’ (CAP) and their 
aircraft manufacturing facility in Richmond 
BC - which later became AVCORP. During 
that time,  Lee and I were able to hike all over 
the North Shore mountains, and I was able to 
develop mountaineering skill on ice and rock 
- culminating in a successful climb of Mount 
Waddington in 1987.  

That year, I left AVCORP and retired to 
Whistler to become a ski bum!  The next 6 
years in Whistler - the longest we had ever 
lived in one place - were spent working for 
Interwest as a ski instructor on Blackcomb/
Whistler and learning to ski race in the 
Canadian and US Masters.

In 1993, Lee suddenly developed a compelling 
urge to “go see animals in Africa”!  That 
led to 10 years abroad - basing ourselves in 
Wanaka, New Zealand - while we travelled 
to Southern Africa, Australia, China and 
Thailand.  We loved New Zealand and made 
many wonderful friends there.  We were able 
to spend the summers hiking and climbing, 
and I continued to work during winters as a 
ski instructor at Cardrona - and ski race in 
the NZ, US and Canadian Masters. In 2001 
at Queenstown’s Coronet Peak, I won the NZ 
Men Ski Masters’ ‘Overall’  Championship - 
having earlier won the US Masters Downhill 
at Mammoth Mountain. 

One special feature of living in New Zealand 
was that Lee and I were invited to join a 
syndicate of high-country Marino sheep 
ranchers who owned a Cessna 172.  They were 
a great bunch, and we were able to fly all over 
that very mountainous country, even landing 
on West Coast beaches. Most memorable 
were the flights into Milford Sound and 
Fiordland on the South Island, and around 
the mountains of Tongariro, Ngauruhoe and 
Ruapehu on the North Island when our son 
Rick came for a visit. 

We returned to Vancouver and Canada in 
2003, and are now comfortably installed in 
a Yaletown high-rise condo near BC Place.  
The ski instructing, coaching and racing may 
be over, but new skis and boots still keep me 
skiing actively throughout the BC winters. 

When we first returned from New Zealand in 
2003, I re-established my flying license and 
flew Cessna 172s from Boundary Bay with 
the Pacific Flying Club. But then, in 2009 I 
began flying Navion aircraft from Langley 
and Abbotsford, and became active with the 
Air Force Officers Association (AFOA) and 
the Battle of Britain Memorial Trust.  In 2009, 
the BC Aviation Council kindly presented me 
with their “Lifetime Achievement Award”.

Robert ‘Bud’ White, O.M.M., C.D.**, 
BASc, M.B.A., was inducted as a member of 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame at its first 
Induction Ceremonies in 1974. 

‘Bud’ White, ‘Overall’ ski racing Champion 
in New Zealand’s Alpine Masters

‘Bud’ White instructing granddaughter 
Sarah at Whistler, BC

‘Bud’ and Lee flying into Milford 
Sound, NZ

‘Bud’ White mountaineering in NZ 
with son Rick

Bud White photo

Bud White photo

Bud White photo

Bud White photo
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Of the many experiences of my long military 
career, one still pops up as if it happened yesterday.  
It was during ‘Exercise Musk Ox’ which took 
place during the winter months of 1946, involving 
the Canadian Army and the RCAF.  

The exercise was designed to test equipment, 
radios, communications, air supply, and 
personnel and their ability to travel and 
operate under extreme cold and challenging 
operational conditions. It began in the barren 
grounds of the sub-arctic regions west of 
Hudson Bay and north across Queen Maud 
Gulf to Victoria Island, again across the 
Gulf to Coppermine, south across Great 
Bear Lake and terminating in the heavy bush 
country of Canada’s North West.

It was not an easy outing.  Snowmobile 
engines broke down regularly, navigation 
and communications facilities were 
archaic, vehicles often strayed in white-out 
conditions, military clothing provided poor 
insulation against the intense cold, tents were 
of poor design for the conditions, gasoline 
consumption was double that expected, and 
the air supply demands, while met, went 
well beyond the most pessimistic estimates 
of requirements.

Despite these problems, no serious personnel 
morale or physical problems arose, mainly 
due to leadership provided by the well-
chosen and experienced army experts, and 
the dedication of airmen under the direction 
of W/C Jack Showler.

The Army’s equipment for the moving force 
was the Canadian-built snowmobile, a ten-
ton vehicle with an enclosed cabin which 
could accommodate up to five soldiers.  The 
Air Support Unit was assigned six Dakota 
aircraft on wheels and three Norseman 
aircraft on skis.  

On 1 Dec. 1945, I was selected to be one 
of the Norseman aircraft trail finding and 
logistics pilots. After arriving at Winnipeg, 
my Norseman was fitted with skis and 
winterized.  I was issued a new nose tent with 
a gasoline fueled heater ‘Blow-pot’, nylon 
wing covers, an emergency survival kit, 
and down-filled sleeping bag.  My survival 

Exercise Musk Ox, and Tappetti
by Bill Carr

Tappetti, 1946  William Carr collection

William Carr collection

Eskimo at 
Perry River, 1946

clothing was a two-piece padded snow suit, a 
pair of army mitts, a stocking cap and sheep-
skin lined flying boots.  

While I did a lot of flying in direct support 
of the Moving Force delivering them mail, 
spare parts and such like support, some flights 
posed navigation and safety challenges. The 
sharp memory that still pops up is what 
became a unique trip to Perry River.

During a few weeks in February I had 
scouted the planned route and on March 5 
was directed to proceed to the Trading Post 

at Perry River, supposedly on a river of the 
same name near its mouth on Queen Maud 
Gulf.  This location had been chosen as the 
point where a large para-drop of gasoline 
in drums would take place, and I was to 
organize the local Eskimos to detach the 
chutes from the drums to prevent the surface 
wind from dragging them, with chutes still 
attached, cross-country.

On March 5, I left Baker Lake headed for 
Perry River, carrying with me Tappetti, an 
HBC Eskimo employee, just in case I had 
trouble enroute. After a couple of hours I 
reached the Arctic Coast in the approximate 
area where Perry River was supposed to 
be.  There was a dotted line on my map 
suggesting the Elice River might be where 
I was, supposedly east of Perry River.  As 
I turned west to coast-crawl to Perry River, 
I ran into a rapidly developing violent wind 
storm, a blowing snow white-out with 
greatly reduced visibility.

The storm gave me no alternative but to land.  
I touched down on river ice close to shore 
and while I tied my aircraft to ice-bridges I 
cut into the ice, my Eskimo helper quickly 
built us a small snow house/igloo.  I got the 
‘Red Box’ emergency survival kit, a single 
burner primus and our sleeping bags into 
our shelter and as an aside, hoped someone 
somewhere had heard my radio transmission 
saying I was landing on the coast close to 
what I thought was at the mouth of the Elice 
River. The ‘Red Box’ contained very bare 
sustenance for one man for 30 days.

(Continued on next page)
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Tappetti and I quickly settled down in our 
little snow house, and he of course was 
hungry and wanted to eat. I opened the ‘Box’ 
and doled out a few hard biscuits, some 
Horlicks tablets and some hard candy and 
then closed the box.  We melted some ice 
and made some tea. He was not impressed, 
and even though our communication with 
each other was a sign language exchange, 
his signs were obvious.

We shared the snow house for nearly two 
days and it was not a great social occasion.  
We couldn’t chat with each other because we 
weren’t very bilingual.  Time dragged and he 
was not a happy camper. The storm raged, 
I read and reread the Norseman engineering 
orders, the only reading material I had, until I 
could almost recite them by heart.  He chain-
smoked, my carton of cigarettes, but at times 

Exercise Musk Ox, and Tappetti
by Bill Carr

he insisted on going out into the blowing 
snow.  He once came back to indicate to me 
that he had found old raised sled tracks in the 
snow, heading west.  I got nervous that he too 
might ‘head west’ so relented that day and 
increased our ration by a few items.  None-
the-less, I still stuffed the ration box into 
my sleeping bag when we turned the primus 
off at dark. He had kept eyeing that red box 
with ‘hungry’ eyes.  I had trouble convincing 
him that we couldn’t gobble down the entire 
emergency ration kit just because we were 
hungry.  His adherence to the Eskimo culture 
where one ate what was at hand and worried 
about the next meal later was obvious.

After about thirty-six hours, the storm had 
abated and I decided we could start up and 
head for Cambridge Bay on Victoria Island.  
Starting the engine by using the hand cranked 
inertial fly-wheel system worked and the 
reliable P&W engine thankfully roared to 
life on the first pull of the engagement cable.  

Once airborne, and heading in a westerly 
direction toward Cambridge Bay, I noticed 
a light flash off-shore on an island. I flew 
toward the island and landed at the small 
settlement which turned out to be the Perry 
River Trading Post which was definitely 
shown on my map to be located on the 
mainland.  

On March 11 I sent Tappetti back to Baker 
Lake and went on to Coppermine and 
eventually Norman Wells. The rest of the 
exercise was more or less a routine resupply 
job. But the thirty-six hours I spent with my 
Eskimo saviour in that little snow house 
while the storm raged was an experience I 
will never forget.

LGen (Ret’d) William Carr, C.M.M., D.F.C., 
CD***, BA, BSc, was inducted as a member 
of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 2001.

Reflections of a Spacewalker
by Dave Williams

A dream to explore . . .
I have always been an explorer.  From an 
early age when I watched the original seven 
Mercury astronauts redefine the limits of our 
imagination, I had a dream of exploring the two 
final frontiers - outer space and inner space: 
an infinite dark void previously the realm of 
science fiction writers, and the brilliant blue 
undersea world that covers the majority of 
our planet.  For me, exploration represents a 
relentless passion to pursue knowledge and 
it was that passion that fueled my dream of 
exploring space.

For almost a decade after my first spaceflight 
in 1998, I had led the Space and Life Sciences 
Directorate at Johnson Space Centre, completed 
two missions to the Aquarius undersea 
research laboratory, and gained operational 
leadership experience as the Commander 
of the NEEMO-9 mission (NASA Extreme 
Environment Missions Operation), becoming 
the first Canadian to live and work in the ocean 
and in space.

On the ISS . . .
Now, years later, the dream has come true again.  
It is August 2007, I am on my second space 

flight, and as a member of the STS-118 crew 
I will be helping build and service the Space 
Station. I am in the airlock of the International 
Space Station with fellow spacewalker, Rick 
Mastracchio. We are continuing the assembly 
of what is possibly the most complex piece of 
technology in history, ready to exit the airlock to 
start the second spacewalk of our careers.  There 
is no longer any air pressure in the airlock.  

Working in close co-ordination with Mission 
Control, Rick and I have performed a complex 
sequence of manoeuvres to equalize the airlock 
pressure with the vacuum of space. The ever-
present hum of the ventilation fan in my 
spacesuit is a constant reminder of the need 
for continuous circulation to remove carbon 
dioxide from the 100% oxygen gas that I am 
breathing. With the pressure in my spacesuit 
equivalent to that of flight level 300, the 
oxygen is critical to my survival.   

On Earth, the team in Mission Control verifies 
we are ready for hatch opening.  The command 
comes as a static-ridden hollow voice sounding 
distant in my headset. I respond “in work”, 
the words are picked up by the microphones 
in my helmet and slowly I open the latching 

mechanism that holds the hatch closed. The 
gauge on the hatch reads zero, there is no 
pressure differential to impede the inward 
movement of the hatch. I brace myself using 
a handrail just in case force is required as my 
right hand pulls the hatch open. It effortlessly 
glides through a wide arc engaging a latch to 
keep it in the open position. 

The panoramic vista of the Earth 350 kilometres 
away beckons me and after checking my safety 
tether, I exit the airlock and attach a temporary 
tether to the handrail outside.  As lead 
spacewalker I am first out, exiting the airlock 
headfirst.  Rick, following me, must exit feet 
first and soon we are both in position to close 
the airlock thermal cover and start the second 
spacewalk of the mission.

Repairs to ISS . . .
The objective of this spacewalk: to remove 
and replace a faulty gyroscope - one of four 
required to stabilize the Station’s orbital 
attitude.  Rick and I move hand-over-hand like 
rock climbers negotiating a sheer cliff.  The 
Earth is far below, continuously moving as we 

(Continued on next page)
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travel twenty-five times the speed of sound.  
Travelling approximately eight kilometres 
every second, we orbit the Earth every ninety 
minutes seeing a sunrise and sunset every forty-
five minutes.  We are so focussed on our tasks, 
we are surprised to learn we are ahead of the 
timeline having taken under an hour to remove 
and temporarily stow the failed gyroscope.  
The next phase of the spacewalk is to go to the 
payload bay of the docked Space Shuttle and 
get the new gyroscope and bring it back to the 
worksite for installation.  This will require me 
to do something only one other Canadian has 
done, ride the Canadarm.

Riding the Canadarm . . .
Our Shuttle pilot Charlie (Scorch) Hobaugh 
has manoeuvred the “Arm” into position 
by the airlock, enabling me to install a foot 
restraint on the end effector and climb into 
position for the ride of a lifetime.  My safety 
tether is now attached to this icon of Canadian 
space exploration and as I am moved to a 
position sixty feet above the Shuttle payload 
bay, I cannot help smiling in pride as I see 
the Canadian flag on my left shoulder, the 
Canadian logo on the Shuttle robotic arm, 
on the Canadian built Orbiter Boom Sensor 
System, and on the Space Station Canadarm. 

The spectacular view of Endeavour against the 
Earth’s horizon is mesmerizing, an image that 
for me is the equivalent of the Earth rise seen 
by the Apollo 8 astronauts as they orbited the 
Moon.  I capture the moment with a photograph 
that will ultimately be used as the cover photo 
for “Wings in Orbit”, a NASA publication 
celebrating the legacy of the Space Shuttle 
program.

My thoughts are interrupted when Scorch 
asks if I am ready for motion, the sign that it 
is time to get back to work and bring the new 
600 kg gyroscope and mounting bracket from 
the payload bay to the Station external storage 
platform.  The mounting bracket will be left 
on the storage platform as the new home for 
the failed gyroscope.  I grip the handrails of 
the gyroscope trying to estimate how much 
strength will be required to hold onto an object 
that is one-fifth the weight of a Zamboni. With 
microscopic precision, Scorch positions me 
above the storage platform.  Rick and I quickly 
attach the bracket on the platform, remove the 
new gyroscope and I continue on my journey 
riding the “Arm” to complete the installation.  
After Mission Control confirms the gyroscope 
is working normally, we finish the spacewalk 
and head back to the airlock. 

In many ways spacewalking is like flying a 
high performance jet, only fingertip forces are 
required to manoeuvre what is, in essence, your 
own spacecraft.  Three Canadians have had the 
opportunity to don a spacesuit and perform a 
spacewalk in the extreme, harsh environment 
of space. 

Another dream . . .
After a record-setting three spacewalks, my 
current dream is to see the next generation 
of space explorers travel farther into space.  

Somewhere, there is a young Canadian 
dreaming of being part of an international 
mission beyond the Earth’s orbit, perhaps 
back to the Moon or on a voyage to Mars.  Like 
the young boy that dreamed of flying in space 
so many years ago, perhaps his or her dream 
will come true as well.

Dave Williams, C.M., M.D., was inducted 
as a member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame in 2012.

Dave Williams at work 
in space during his last 
spacewalk.

Dave Williams 
supported with boot 
straps on Canadarm 
while positioning the 

gyroscope

Dave Williams took 
photo of the ‘earth 
rise’ from the shuttle.

NASA photo

NASA photo

NASA photo
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Let’s go back to a beautiful summer’s day 
in 1943 . . . 

The prairie dogs, as usual, popped out of 
their subterranean homes and stood with 
bug-eyed salute to my RCAF de Havilland 
Tiger Moth taxiing by for take-off.  I had 
been assigned to practice aerobatics in an 
area north of the Saskatchewan River which 
had been designated for such activities.

There had been a landing collision the day 
before.  Remarkably, the two student pilots 
were unhurt, but both Tiger Moths were 
severely damaged. It seems that one aircraft 
had developed an oil leak shortly after taking 
off and the pilot managed to get back into 
the final approach before the canopy became 
totally obscured.  Since the student was not 
wearing his goggles, just his flying helmet, he 
did not have the option of sliding his canopy 
back and sticking his head out, clearing 
his goggles by hand as needed. Under the 
circumstances his landing was pretty good - 
right on top of another Tiger Moth!

The next day we were ordered to take off 
with the canopies open, then close them in 
the climb-out. This required some interesting 
gymnastics. The drill was to get clear of 
the circuit, hold the stick with your knees, 
move your right hand up to the handle on the 
forward part of the canopy structure, move 
your left hand to the canopy lock on the left 

side of the cockpit and slide the canopy 
forward to locked position as the canopy 
closed.

Earlier that day I had been assigned to 
the same aircraft and had problems with 
the canopy locking properly. I had put the 
aircraft unserviceable after the canopy 
jumped the track on the starboard side 
during my return leg of a cross-country to 
Alvena.  The mechanics quickly got the 
canopy sliding and locking in position 
again.  I tested it once before take-off to 
practice aerobatics and it worked perfectly.

On the climb-out I began the gymnastics 
necessary to close the canopy, stick between 
my knees, right hand up to the handle on 
the canopy, left hand over to the lock on 
the left side of the cockpit.  The canopy 
refused to budge.  Turbulence over the bush 
caused me to get my right hand on the stick 
to settle things down, my left hand moved 
back onto the throttle.  The gymnastics were 
then resumed.  No luck.  I believe it was 
just before I started the third attempt that I 
was startled by a loud WHOOSH followed 
immediately by a sharp BANG! I snapped 
my head around to look at the tail assembly 
(which now looked alarmingly close) only 
to see the large rear canopy going end over 
end behind me and starting a majestic curve 
to the bush below. I pumped the stick back 
and forth so that I could see if any fabric was 

torn on the elevators, - no sign of damage. I 
then pumped the rudder back and forth, - no 
sign of damage.  I felt the best thing I could 
do was to at least chase the canopy in its 
fluttering journey to earth so that I could tell 
my instructor approximately where it had 
disappeared into the trees.

I felt quite embarrassed to enter the 
airfield traffic with so much of my body 
protruding from the fuselage, - and even 
more embarrassed to taxi to the flight line.  
I put the aircraft unserviceable and walked 
quickly into the flight room to announce 
to my instructor that I had lost part of His 
Majesty’s aircraft.

My instructor should have received an 
Academy Award for his poker-faced 
response. He took pencil and paper and said, 
“Well, Bradford, let’s see how much a week 
we will deduct from your pay to buy a new 
one.”  He then smiled and told me not to 
worry about it. 

 Bradford CollectionRobert Bradford, 1944.

 Robert Bradford coming in on his last flight in a Tiger Moth at age 80. Photo by Art Vernon

The Canopy Caper
by Robert Bradford, CM
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Octogenarian Aviators

In this photo are Robert 
Bradford and his twin 
brother Jim (right).  In 
the centre is Stan Miller, a 
fellow octogenarian and 
chief flying instructor at 
Classic Wings, a vintage 
aircraft company.  On 
the occasion of their 
80th birthdays, the twins’ 
children presented them 
each with a unique gift for 
the summer of 2004 - a 
30-minute flight at the 
controls of a beautifully 
restored de Havilland Tiger Moth.  With Stan Miller as safety pilot, each of the Bradfords 
were invited to fly ‘circuits and bumps’ and basic aerobatic manoeuvres.

The Bradford twins both served as pilots in the RCAF during World War II, and both 
learned to fly on Tiger Moths in 1943.  Sixty-one years later, on a grassy strip north of 
Bowmanville, Ontario they each took the controls for their memorable flights.

EPILOGUE

• The order to take off with canopies open 
was immediately rescinded.
• I never heard any more of the incident from 
that day to this.
• I wonder if a hunter will find the canopy 
from my Tiger Moth and start looking for the 
rest of the aircraft’s wreckage!

I passed the final air test at Prince Albert and 
graduated from number 19 Service Flying 
Training School at Vulcan, Alberta with my 
Pilot’s Wings and Commission as a Pilot 
Officer on Armistice Day, 1943. I was 19 
years old.

Robert Bradford, C.M., was inducted as a 
member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame 
in 1996. 

Photo reprinted with permission, Revue Airforce Magazine, Vol. 28 No 3, photo by Diana Booth

I would like to express my appreciation to 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame for the 
opportunity to share some memories, make 
a few observations, and a take brief look into 
the future on the occasion of this your 40th 
Anniversary. 

Looking back at the early stages of my 
career in the 1960s, I realize how lucky I 
was to know and try to emulate the aviation 
pioneers of that time.  One of those was 
legendary bush pilot Doug Pickering. 

When I was a boy, Doug used to take me 
with him on Grumman Goose flights. Later 
on, the very first commercial trip I ever 
flew by myself was a charter from Ottawa 
to Matagami, Quebec, instituted by Doug.  
When I feigned ignorance as to where 
Matagami was, Doug said wryly, between 
puffs on his pipe, “Go north young man, go 
north.”

Doug had more insight into my career than 
he could have known. The North has been 
and continues to be a major part of my life.  
This applies to my early work at Bradley 
Air Services, where I was responsible 
for establishing First Air and building a 

Operating NAV CANADA
by John Crichton

comprehensive route structure connecting 
some 22 communities across the Arctic.

And the North continues to be a focus in my 
current role as President & CEO of NAV 
CANADA, responsible for the delivery of 
Air Navigation Services to air operators 
throughout the country.  This includes the 
operation of Control Towers, Flight Service 
Stations, Community Aerodrome Radio 
Stations in the North, as well as navigation 
aids, weather briefings, aeronautical 
information and other critical safety services.

I want to take a moment here to express my 
deep appreciation for the people with whom 
I have worked and continue to work, not 
only in the North but in the 150 communities 
in which NAV CANADA has staffed 
operations. 

And I want to extend this appreciation 
to friends and colleagues throughout the 
industry, from the 18 years I spent at Bradley-
First Air, to the rewarding times I have spent 
in organizations such as the Northern Air 
Transport Association and the Air Transport 
Association of Canada.

The people of this industry are special, and 
that is the main reason I so strongly support 
the work of the Hall of Fame.  Another 
reason is that the stories told by the Hall of 
Fame are important reminders of certain key 
facts about our industry - facts of increasing 
relevance for today and tomorrow.

The most important is that aviation in 
Canada is not for the faint hearted.  If you 
are looking for a life of comfort and ease, if 
you seek great reward for little effort, you 
won’t find it in our industry.

John Crichton
President & CEO, NAV CANADA

Crichton Collection

(Continued on next page)
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John Crichton established a route 
network in his early career with 
First Air, connecting 22 communities 
throughout the North.

In his current role 
as CEO of NAV 
CANADA, John 

Crichton has led 
the expansion of 

ADS-B surveillance 
to 4 million square 

kilometers of 
airspace in the 

North.
Shown here is an 
ADS-B station in 

Breevort.

In that sense, aviation is very much like 
the North itself - full of geographical and 
economic challenges, often forbidding 
and unforgiving, but with the reward that 
comes from knowing you have faced these 
challenges and built something important for 
future generations.

That is what we have tried to do at NAV 
CANADA, building a private-sector air 
navigation service that is respected by our 
peers around the world.  And that is what 
so many of our colleagues throughout the 
industry are doing, as we face together the 
challenges of a troubled world economy, 
increasing pressure to be environmentally 
responsible, and the resulting need to 
innovate in all areas of the business.

One key area is the efforts of our airline 
and other customers to fly more efficiently, 
consuming less and less fuel per kilometre 
flown. NAV CANADA is very much a part 
of this effort, which brings me again to the 
North.

Over the past five years, we have expanded 
air traffic surveillance using a technology 
known as Automatic Dependent Surveillance 
(ADS-B) to over 4 million square kilometres 
of airspace over Hudson Bay, the Eastern 
Arctic and Greenland. 

As a result, we have introduced active air 
traffic control into this airspace, which was 
formerly limited to inefficient procedural 
separation due to the lack of surveillance.  
That in turn means aircraft are benefiting 
from more efficient routes and altitudes, 
which translates into big fuel and GHG 
emission savings.

Operating NAV CANADA
by John Crichton
(continued from previous page)

These and many other efficiency-enhancing 
initiatives are making a significant 
difference, with close to $500 million in fuel 
savings annually, and 1.3 million tons of 
GHG emissions avoided. 

And there’s more to come.  For example, 
our new Aireon joint venture aims to expand 
ADS-B surveillance across the entire 
Globe as part of Iridium Communications’ 
new Low-Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellite 
constellation, with service expected to begin 
early in 2018. 

This satellite-based surveillance capability is 
expected to generate fuel savings in the North 
Atlantic alone - the busiest oceanic airspace 
in the world - of over $100 million annually.  
These efforts, and many others like them, 

are pointing the way to the industry of the 
future - one that is safer than ever, more fuel 
efficient and environmentally responsible. 

I am confident this industry will go far 
beyond what is expected, burnishing our 
global reputation, and our aviation heritage, 
as never before. 

And I know Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame 
will be right there with us, documenting our 
present and future stories for the benefit of 
tomorrow’s aviation leaders and innovators.

John Crichton was inducted as a member of 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 2011.

Crichton Collection

NAV CANADA Photo
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I was born in India, educated in Greece and 
England and in 1953 I served as a national 
serviceman in the Royal Air Force in 
England. I had to make a decision as to what 
to do with my life.  It was then that Canadian 
Aviation Electronics, a small Canadian firm 
in Montreal, was advertising for technical 
staff.  I applied and was accepted.  The year 
was 1956. I arrived in Montreal, joined CAE 
and got married just before Christmas.  So 
1956 was a very important year for me.  
Those were three major events in my life and 
I never regretted any of them. I joined CAE 
as junior Engineer and retired in 1993 as the 
President.

During my CAE career I was lucky to meet 
many great people from around the world, 
forge friendships and share with them many 
good times.  One of the people was General 
Adolf Galland, the famous fighter pilot of the 
Luftwaffe.  He worked with us and helped 
us to get to know the German Military.  He 
was instrumental in our success in getting 
various Flight Simulator contracts.  He was 
still flying and he owned a Beechcraft V-tail 
aircraft.

In one of my many trips to Germany I 
found myself in Munich, together with my 
good friend and colleague Dave Tait.  Gen. 
Galland was also there.  When David and I 
mentioned that we were going to Bonn the 
General said that he was flying there in his 
airplane and he wanted company. David and 
I agreed to go with him.

The weather was good in Munich. We 
took off very nicely, the General was in 
the captain’s seat, I was in the right seat 
and David sat in the back.  We started by 
flying low over the Danube, he took us over 
Dachau concentration camp and other points 
of interest, and then we turned north for 
Bonn. It was then that I noticed this horrible 
black cloud on the port side.  It looked solid 
all the way from up top to the ground.  We 
flew into it. Zero visibility. We started losing 
height slowly, as he was trying to find a hole 
in the cloud.  What David and I could not 
understand was that although the airplane 
was fully instrumented he was flying VFR 

(Visual Flying Rules or as General Galland 
used to joke, Vee Follow Zee Road!).  It was 
later, after we landed, that we found out that 
he was not certified to fly IFR (Instrument 
Flying Rules) and that the controllers on the 
ground were waiting for him to go IFR and 
take his flying licence away. After lots of 
trying we saw the ground and he found the 
river Rhine.  He knew that part of Germany 
like the back of his hand.  

We started to follow the river at almost 
zero altitude. We were climbing to go over 
bridges and down to the river again.  Our 
fear, David’s and mine, was what if another 
crazy General was flying in the opposite 
direction?  I saw lots of castles going by 
above us! The General was really busy 
flying the airplane and he asked me to be 
the lookout.  

After a while he said to me “Count the 
bridges from now on and after the third one 
we will turn right and after that you will see 
a flashing light on top of the hill in front of 
us.  Don’t miss them!”  I was not going to 
miss them as our life depended on it!  At the 
flashing light he turned left and in front of 

us was the runway. What a relief. But that 
was not all. At the end of the runway was 
a big Transall transport plane ready to take 
off. We were right behind it. He revved up 
his engines and we were caught in his prop-
wash.  After lots of bouncing and rattling, we 
landed.  General Galland got out and kissed 
the propeller and the ground!

CAE’s general manager in Germany, 
Fritz Stock, was waiting for us and he had 
followed our trip from the ground. He looked 
more scared than we did.

Now I can say, without telling a lie, that I 
flew with General Adolf Galland of the 
Luftwaffe!

N. Byron Cavadias was inducted as a 
member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame 
in 1996.

Byron Cavadias talks with General Adolf Galland, left, and Fritz Stock, 
right.  Stock was General Manager of the company in Germany.

A Flight to Remember
by N. Byron Cavadias

Cavadias Collection
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Recently my 23-year old Grandson, 
Matthew, from Ottawa, stopped over with us 
in Vancouver before flying to Thailand for a 
year in Asia with a pack-on-his-back.  He was 
able to sit in on a briefing I gave to the local 
Canadian Aviation Historical Society on the 
3 1/2 years I spent on the NASA Mercury 
and Gemini Space programs.  We had a great 
day skiing  on Whistler-Blackcomb, and 
then we just hung-out together – waiting for 
the weather to improve – so that we could go 
flying again in my Navion.  

The mission of older generations ...
Our time together made me realize again 
what a lucky grandfather I am – still being 
able to ski and take my grandkids flying. So 
for me, his visit sure clarified the real mission 

Induction Memories
by Robert (Bud) White

of older generations.  And that is to pass on 
to future generations the great memories and 
stories that we oldsters have lived through.  
That thought certainly coincides with the 
mission of the CAHF – especially as we 
prepare to celebrate our 40th Anniversary. 
So here are a few of the memories and 
stories that spring to the mind of this 84-year 
old inductee of the first ‘Hall’ class of ‘74.

“... Aviation notables ...”
But first let me quote briefly from Mary 
Oswald’s “They Led the Way”, (25th 
Anniversary Issue of the CAHF) in which 
Jack Reilly wrote regarding the “Aviation 
notables gathered in Calgary on 31 March 
1973” :

“After much discussion and debate, it was 
decided that Members should include all 
who had been awarded the Trans-Canada 
(McKee) Trophy;  all Companions of the 
Order of Icarus;  all recipients of the Victoria 
Cross in aerial combat; Alexander Graham 
Bell and F.W. ‘Casey’ Baldwin for designing 
and building the Silver Dart; and Group 
Captain John E. Fauquier, to represent 
Bomber Command, and Flight Lieutenant 
George F. ‘Buzz’ Beurling, to represent 
Fighter Command, in World War II. This 
made a total  of 79 original Members, with 
both civilian and  military exploits well 
represented.”

When I came back to Canada in 1945 after 
flying with the Air Transport Auxiliary in 
England I knew I would never again have 
the opportunity to fly Spitfires, Mosquitoes 
or Welkins.  My best flying days were over.  

My parents were hoping that ALL my flying 
days were over. They encouraged me to 
take an office job downtown, which I did. 

Making a Living as a Northern Pilot
by Vi Milstead Warren

However, within a few months I wandered 
out to Barker Field to see what was happening 
there. To no one’s surprise, I went back to 
instructing, hired by Leavens Brothers’ CFI 
Arnold Warren, whom I later married.   

In 1947 Arnold and I went to Sudbury 
to work for Nickel Belt Airways. I loved 
flying in the north, though it wasn’t as far as 

they’re ‘northing’ now. I instructed and flew 
trappers, miners and firefighters in Fairchild 
Huskies and Fleet Canucks, on floats in the 
summer and skis in winter.  We made our 
way from our base at Ramsey Lake. 

Then, as now, it was a challenge for pilots to 
make a decent living with this kind of flying.  
Arnold and I started a photography business 
to supplement our income.  We mainly 
photographed nature scenes, but sometimes 
included local hunters, fishermen or native 
Canadians. The Sudbury Birks store sold our 
photographs.  

Our interests in photography and flying were 
combined when Arnold took this photo of me 
flying the Husky for a calendar. I flew “low 
and over” four or five times before Arnold 
was satisfied that he had a good photo.  

Vi Milstead Warren, C.M., was inducted 
as a member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame in 2010.

Vi flying ‘low and slow’ in a Fairchild Husky. Warren photo
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1973 ...
With regard to 1973, I can still remember 
the warm smile my boss – the Vice Chief 
– had on his face when he walked into my 
office in National Defence HQ to tell me 
that I was to be inducted into Canada’s new 
Aviation Hall of Fame.  He would attend the 
Gala, representing the Armed Forces, and  he 
would be flying Lee and me out West to the 
ceremony.  True to his word, LtGen. Chester 
Hull then not only laid on a Falcon, but flew 
it himself to that first CAHF Induction gala in 
Edmonton on the 16 July, 1974. I also recall 
the short, stuffy Air Transport Command 
General in Trenton who tried to bump Lee 
and me from that flight.  (Great fun watching 
him get chewed out by an angry 6’4” Vice 
Chief, while we were being reinstated on 
the Falcon manifest!)  Flying as a passenger 
for me was a special treat, and Lee and I 
really enjoyed sharing the Falcon cabin with 
Wilson Leach and Bob Heaslip.

Beginning with the McKee Trophy .....
My induction into the Hall, like theirs, 
arose directly from having previously been 
awarded the Trans-Canada (McKee) Trophy.  
In fact, of the 79 Members to be inducted, 
28 of us were McKee Trophy recipients, and 
many of those were the western bush pilots 
who had opened up Canada’s North.  With all 
of them I had a special bond!  I’d grown up 
in Northern Ontario, learned to fly at age 16 
in Leavens Brothers’  Taylorcraft seaplanes 
from Larder Lake, so my boyhood heroes 
were the likes of Doc Oaks, Punch Dickins 

CAHF photoTrans-Canada (McKee) Trophy

and Jack Reilly. And I certainly knew all 
about Paul Davoud, Jerry Wright and Keith 
Greenaway. Now here I was – going back to 
Edmonton where I’d spent 2 years testing 
T-Birds and Boxcars for the RCAF out of the 
Northwest Industries (NWI) factory on the 
Municipal airport.

Ceremonies ...
The 1974 Induction ceremonies in Alberta on 
the 16th July were especially well organized 
by the province and city, and well-timed to 
kick-off Edmonton’s Klondike Days. We 
were The Hall’s first class of Inductees, and 
the entire city seemed to share in the pride 
of our Induction. Jack Reilly later wrote that 
“Over 600 people attended the first Induction 
Gala”, and I can certainly believe it!  

Medals, certificates, Orders ...
During that Tuesday evening, all of us 
were presented with medals, plaques and 
certificates, including the Order of Polaris 
by the Government of the Yukon, the Order 
of Flight by the City of Edmonton and the 
Esteemed Brotherhood of Silver Wings by 
the Government of the Northwest Territories.  

Meeting friends ...
The most memorable moments for Lee and 
me were the fun discussions we had with 
Max and Marjorie Ward; lunch with George 
and Lorna Phillips, whose son Jack had 
attended the Empire Test Pilot School ahead 
of me; and my prime time with Paul Davoud, 
Ray Munro and Punch Dickins. ‘Punch’ had 
been awarded the McKee Trophy in 1928– 
the year I’d been born – so my time with 
him talking about his military service and 
northern flying was especially precious.  

Klondike breakfast ...
The following day, the Inductees and their 
families were the honoured guests at an early 
morning Klondike Breakfast in front of City 
Hall and then watched the Klondike Parade 
from a special grandstand. The afternoon 
was spent in the Sportex Building on the 
Edmonton Exhibition Grounds viewing the 
4 x 8 foot panels for each of us displaying 
our portraits, photographs and citations prior 
to the Hall’s official opening and ribbon 
cutting.  

Portraits by Irma Coucill ...
All of us were delighted with the pen-and-
ink portraits that Irma Coucill had created 
for each of us. I still look at them today, 
and am amazed at her talent and ability to 

draw out the unique features – and even 
the personality – of such a diverse group 
of rugged individuals. I still have my 
correspondence from Ray Munro, Mayor 
Dent and Alderman Cavanaugh regarding 
the Induction.

Our hotel ...
I recall the wonderful suite at the Edmonton 
Plaza provided for Lee and myself by 
Alberta Power Corporation. My Reservation 
Certification from the Edmonton Plaza 
shows that I was charged $27.00 for an 
extra day (after the nights of 15/16/17 July 
1974) - although the “Regular Rates are $32-
35/night” for their top suite. How’s that for 
“inflation”?  Great memories!  

Surviving the unexpected ...
One of the things binding all of the ‘74 
Inductees together was the frequency of our 
in-flight emergencies.  Engine failures were 
common; weather forecasting, northern 
navigation and analogue electrical systems 
were pretty unreliable; and accidents 
happened frequently – even during the later 
Cold War years.  

So all of us in ‘74 felt pretty lucky just to 
make it to Edmonton that year in one piece.  
By then I’d suffered through 13 major in-
flight emergencies – including 3 engine 
failures in C-119 Boxcars and a complete 
electrical failure in cloud; a single-engine 
descent in a Meteor through 35,000 feet of 
cloud to an IFR landing; a battery explosion 
in a Tutor that led to a fire and tumble with 
14 feet of canopy rail wrapped around my 
tail;  and a `dead-stick’ landing in a CF-104 
through cloud, following a 75-mile glide 
home during the Centennial program – to 
mention only the highlights! So I`m sure 
we are all bemused now-a-days meeting 
transport pilots with thousands of hours who 
have never experienced a major emergency 
during their entire flying careers!  

Undoubtedly,  modern aviation systems have 
become more reliable, and flying has become 
much safer – even for test pilots. I like to 
think we all played some part in making that 
happen!   

Robert ‘Bud’ White, O.M.M., C.D.**, 
BASc, M.B.A., was inducted as a member of 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame at its first 
Induction Ceremonies in 1974. 
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Note: This is just the first page of Lewis Leigh’s 5-page article. The whole contains interesting 
information about the early years of The Hall, but space does not permit the inclusion of more 
at this time. In future issues of The Flyer, more of Leigh’s writing will be given.

It All Started with the Order of Icarus
From notes written by Z. Lewis Leigh, Board of Directors, November, 1982

Icarus - the medal contains the words 
“Despite Adversity”
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A photo from the second investiture on October 6, 1972 shows Stan 
McMillan receiving his Order of Icarus medal from ‘Punch’ Dickins.  New 
members on that date included Norm Forester, Mike Finland, Harry Hayter, 
Walter Gilbert, Mel Knox, Stan McMillan, Archie McMullen, Jack Sloan, 
Sammy Tomlinson, and Len Tripp.

US Astronaut James Lovell, centre, was guest speaker at the third 
investiture of the Order of Icarus on March 31, 1973. With him are ‘Punch’ 
Dickins and Tommy Williams. New Companions were Bernt Balchen, 
Jack Moar, Molly Reilly, Jack Reilly, Max Ward, and Don Watson. 

Jack Reilly and ‘Punch’ Dickins following Jack’s investiture, March 31, 
1973.

It was following this ceremony that a headline appeared in the Calgary 
Herald proclaiming:  “Hall of Fame Aviators Gather in Calgary”.  These 
words sparked the idea, and set in motion a flurry of activities over 
the next few months which would become the foundation of Canada’s 
Aviation Hall of Fame. A Board of Directors was formed, with ‘Punch’ 
Dickins as Chairman, Don Watson as Vice-Chairman, and Harry Hayter 
as Secretary.  Others on the Board were Lewie Leigh, Stan Turner and 
Lindsay Rood.  CAHF was incorporated a few months later, on August 
2, 1973.

The Icarus medal was designed and a 
parchment certificate printed.  Dickins and 
Munro held the first investiture of the Order 
of Icarus on June 23, 1972, joined by Paul 
Hartman, Bert Mead, Lindsay Rood, Herb 
Seagrim, and Tom Williams.  Receipts 
show that newly invested Companions paid 
for their own medals.

Photo Story / History of CAHF
Compiled by Mary Oswald

IT ALL BEGAN WITH ICARUS

With the finding of Lewis Leigh’s writings about the origins of Canada’s 
Aviation Hall of Fame in The Hall’s archives, we now know exactly 
how it all began. C.H. ‘Punch’ Dickins and Ray Munro discussed the 
idea of recognition for pilots beyond the Trans-Canada (McKee) Trophy. 
When this trophy was discontinued in 1967, no other honours or superior 
recognition existed. They, and others, would create a new order to fill 
this void.  They chose the Greek myth of Icarus for the name of their 
new order. Icarus was the son of Daedalus, who fashioned wings from 
feathers in order to escape a sentence of death. With these waxed-feather 
wings, father and son flew to freedom.
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Wilson Leach receives his medal from Mayor Dent. ‘Punch’ Dickins 
stands at the right, ready to present the certificate in the red tube.

The Fourth Investiture:

The fourth investiture of the Order 
of Icarus was held in Edmonton 
on July 15, 1974, the day prior 
to CAHF’s first Induction Gala. 
Those invested on this day were: 
Ray Collishaw (in absentia), Neil 
Armstrong, Helen Bristol, Walter 
Fowler, Stuart Graham, Lewis 
Leigh, George Lothian, Robert 
Randall, Stan Turner. This group 
photo shows: Front row: Jack Sloan, 
‘Punch’ Dickins, Ray Munro, Tom 
Williams. Second row: Walter 
Gilbert, Helen Bristol, Lindy Rood, 
Mike Finland, Norm Forester, 
Stuart Graham, Bob Randall, 
Jack Moar, Stan McMillan, Molly 
Reilly. Back row: George Lothian, 
Mel Knox, Herb Seagrim, Walter 
Fowler, Don Watson, Stan Turner, 
Lewis Leigh, Neil Armstrong, Max 
Ward, Bert Mead, Len Tripp, Jack 
Reilly.

FIRST CAHF INDUCTION, JULY 1974

Three Inductees Arrive in Edmonton:

On the Falcon aircraft en route to Edmonton were inductees Bud 
White, Wilson Leach and Bob Heaslip and their wives. Seated at left 
is Mabel Leach.

Lt Gen Chester Hull approved the use of the Falcon. He was probably 
sitting in the front seat flying it. Both Leach and White were on his staff 
at the time.

Induction Ceremony, July 16, 1974

Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame induction ceremonies were organized 
to coincide with the annual “Klondike Days” and Exhibition in the city, 
when many visitors would be in Edmonton for that event.

The first Induction took place on Tuesday evening, July 16th at the 
Plaza Hotel in Edmonton. The presenter of medals and certificates was 
Mayor Ivor Dent, assisted by ‘Punch’ Dickins.

Mayor Dent presents the CAHF medal to Robert ‘Bud’ White.
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Day 2:  Morning Activities,  July 17th, 1974

Members and their families enjoyed a pancake breakfast hosted by the 
city of Edmonton in front of the City Hall.

Mr. and Mrs. George Phillips, left, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert ‘Bud’ White.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Leach

They watched the “Klondike” Parade from a specially built grandstand.

    The CAHF medal           City of Edmonton            The Yukon medal  
          medal  Polaris

Companion of Flight

’Punch’ Dickins holds the membership certificate presented to 
J.A.D.McCurdy posthumously.

Guest speaker for the dinner was Lt Gen Chester Hull, DFC, Vice 
Chief of the Canadian Armed Forces, a distinguished and decorated 
WWII Bomber Command pilot himself. Seated are Mayor and Mrs. 
Dent. 

Medals presented to the new Members of CAHF were:
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Tommy Williams assisted up the steps of the 
reviewing stand.

Afternoon Activities, July 17th

The afternoon was spent at the Sportex 
Building of the Exhibition Association, where 
Mayor Dent and ‘Punch’ Dickins officially 
opened The Hall of Fame with a ribbon cutting 
ceremony.

Note: Most of the photos for this section were 
supplied by Wilson Leach and Robert ‘Bud’ 
White. These were very much appreciated, and 
made these ‘Remembering’ pages possible.

.
Thirty-six of the 79 Members of The Hall gathered for a photo at the Sportex Building.  Seated, front:  George Phillips.
Kneeling:  Roland West, Bob Heaslip, Bud White, Keith Greenaway, Barney Rawson, Jack Showler.
Standing, front:  Stuart Graham, Walter Gilbert, Len Tripp, Molly Reilly, Punch Dickins, Moss Burbidge, Lewis Leigh, Tommy Williams, Helen 
Bristol, John Fauquier.
Standing, rear:  Bert Mead, Max Ward, Jerry Wright, Stan McMillan, Bob Randall (in front of Tim Sims), Walter Fowler, Lindy Rood, Mike 
Finland, Dennis Yorath, Don Watson, Stan Turner, Jack Sloan, Wilson Leach, Norm Forester, Jack Moar, Ray Munro, Neil Armstrong, Herb Seagrim.
Missing from this photo:  Ray Collishaw, Phil Garret, Paul Hartman, Herbert Hollick-Kenyon, Mel Knox, George Lothian, Frank MacDougall, Jerry 
MacInnis, Archie McMulllen, Weldy Phipps, Jack Reilly, Murton Seymour, Tommy Siers, Jan Zurakowski.  There was a total of 50 living members.

The Trans-Canada (McKee) Trophy 
was on display.

‘Bud’ and Lee White

Wilson and Mabel Leach

Members’ display panels were set up in the 
Sportex Building, creating a great deal of interest.

CAHF photo
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Queen Mum Visits 
Canadian Forces Medical Services
by Wilson Leach

The photos in this section pertain to a visit the 
Canadian Forces Medical Services, of which 
I was the Surgeon General at the time, made to 
Toronto to meet the Queen Mother when she made 
a special trip to inspect 3 Units of which she was 
the Colonel-in-Chief. This was quite a feather in 
our cap to have Medical Personnel on parade in 
Toronto with the Toronto Scottish and the Black 
Watch for review by our Colonel-in-Chief. This 
visit was combined with a day of horse racing at 
the Queen’s Plate at Woodbine, Toronto. She and 
her daughter, Queen Elizabeth II shared a love of 
horse racing. 

The preparation for this event was massive as far 
as the CFMS was concerned, however, I’m sure 
our troops did themselves proud in a parade with 
Operational Forces. The reviewing stand for the 
Queen Mum had been established in front of the 
Royal Canadian Military Institute (RCMI) on 
Avenue Road, and as head of the Medical Branch, 
I was invited to accompany the Queen Mum on a 
Reviewing Stand a bit to the rear and right side of 
her along with the Senior Officers of the other 2 
major Units.

The Queen Mum arriving by limousine with her 
lady-in-waiting at the front of the Military Institute.

Having a few minutes to spare, she was escorted 
into the RCMI where for a brief interval, she 
chatted with the other reviewing chiefs.  The 
group making small talk with Her Majesty 
included myself, MGen Richard Rohmer to my 

This photo is from the front cover of the special 
edition of the RCMI publication covering the 
QM’s visit.  Here we had paused momentarily on 
the way to the reviewing stand for the crowds to 
enjoy the special guest. Beside the QM is LCol 
Harry Tye, and I am standing behind them.

Later that afternoon, the troops and families 
gathered at the York Armouries near the waterfront 
and, secluded from the general public, Her Majesty 
was presented to a limited number of troops and 
their guests.

General Barr was Surgeon General before me, 
and Deputy Surgeon General when I arrived 
at Headquarters from the Institute of Aviation 
Medicine to be his Director of Medical Staffing 
and Training. 

During the Qween Mother’s walk-about,  Gen. 
Barr and I made certain as many people as possible 
got to meet the QM. 

The final photo taken at the armouries: the Queen 
Mum is about to meet Mrs. Leach, at the extreme 
right of the photo and back to the camera.

The last but by no means least of these ‘keepers’, 
was taken on the tarmac as the Queen Mum bids 
farewell to the folks responsible for her schedule 
and visits during her short time in Toronto. To my 
left is Bill Davis, Premier of Ontario. I’m shaking 
hands with Her Majesty, while she seems to be 
making small talk with my wife. The fellow on 
the extreme left of the photo was a member of the 
Scottish Highland Regiment.

I think that weekend in 1979 would qualify as the 
2nd best experience I had in the Service!

Wilson Leach, C.M.M., C.D**, M.D., was 
inducted as a member of Canada’s Aviation Hall 
of Fame at its first Induction Ceremonies in 1974. 

left and an unidentified officer to Richard’s left. 
The distinguished gentleman with the wavy hair 
was LCol Harry Tye, RCMI President 1979-81 
and host to the QM while she was at the Institute. 
Conversation hinged mostly around her experience 
at the Queen’s Plate and whether by chance she 
might have picked a lucky horse.
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Capturing Fame with a Pencil
by Irma Coucill

When I received the commission to do 
the portraits of the honoured members of 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame, I was 
pleased for several reasons. I had already 
worked on portrait commissions, such as 
those of personnel in the RCAF, the RAF 
and the Norwegian Air Force during World 
War II.  I have created portraits of all the 
inductees into the Canadian Business 
Hall of Fame (CBHF), Canadian Medical 
Hall of Fame, as well as Canada’s Prime 
Ministers, Governors General and Fathers of 
Confederation.

In 1958, I was commissioned to draw the 
portraits for the new Canadian Hockey Hall 
of Fame.  Ray Munro had visited the Hockey 
Hall when it was located at the CNE grounds 
and saw my drawings. He got in touch with 
me to do the portraits for the Aviation Hall 
of Fame.  He instructed me not to draw the 
medals which many of the laureates had 
been awarded. 

I began the portraits in my studio/home from 
photographs sent from Edmonton. Some 
of the laureates visited my studio. John H. 

‘Jack’ Reilly flew to Toronto 
to pick up the first batch of 
finished portraits, and then took 
them to the Federal Archives 
in Ottawa to be photographed. 
He then returned to Edmonton 
with the originals as requested 
by Mr. Munro.

John A. ‘Jack’ Austin brought 
new photographs to my home.  
John E. ‘Johnnie’ Fauquier 
visited, also Dr. Wilbur R. 
Franks, known as the ‘father 
of aviation medicine’, came 
with his daughter.  Frank 
MacDougall requested six 
copies of his portrait for his 
family and Marion Orr visited 
me and brought photos of 
inductees for me to work from. 

My husband Walter and I 
visited George H.R. Phillips 
at his home in Orangeville, 
Ontario.  His RCAF Roundel 
flag was flying and we met 
again at the opening of The 
Hall.

I met Claude Taylor, former President and 
CEO of Air Canada, when he was inducted 
into the Canadian Business Hall of Fame in 
Toronto.  We talked about another laureate, 
Gordon Roy McGregor, President of Trans 
Canada Airlines, who is also in the CBHF. 

I was a guest of Achille ‘Archie’ VanHee at 
his home in Hamilton, Ontario. Maxwell W. 
Ward is also a member of two halls of fame,  
Aviation and Business. 

Mr. Art Graae, a pilot who had flown the 
Queen on one of her visits to Canada, drove 
me to the airport after my second visit to 
the Aviation Hall in Edmonton. When I 
unpacked my suitcase at home, I discovered 
to my surprise the beautiful CAHF flag, 
gold and blue with the Silver Dart. It has 
flown many times on my flagpole, as well 
as the RCAF Roundel, and is one of my 
proudest mementos from The Hall.  

I met Dafydd R. ‘Dave’ Williams when he 
treated me for an injury in the emergency 
clinic at Sunnybrook Hospital and some 
years later we met again at the Granite Club 
in Toronto when he was a guest of The Hall.  
We sat side by side at the dinner and he gave 
me his signed photograph, which I treasure.

In 2012, I received a phone call from Surgeon 
General (ret’d) Wilson (W.G.) Leach, and 
we have corresponded since then. He sent 
a photo of Walter and me holding a framed 
citation presented to me by Clennel H. 
‘Punch’ Dickins on the day following the 
inauguration of Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame. 

I am proud to show the CAHF book They 
Led the Way to visitors at my home and enjoy 
telling my stories of the many events that 
happened to me over the past forty years of 
being the proud artist for Canada’s Aviation 
Hall of Fame.

Tom Coucill photo, 2013

Irma Coucill at work on her portrait of  ‘Stocky’ 
Edwards, an inductee for 2013.

Irma Coucill and her husband Walter in 
Edmonton.  She holds the certificate she 
was presented by ‘Punch’ Dickins at the 
Induction in 1974.

Wilson Leach photo
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Watch That Prop!
by Rex Terpening

While I worked as a mechanical engineer for 
Canadian Airlines Ltd. in early 1938, I met 
up with what I’ll call an incident which I will 
tell you about.

The company had a large dock at Yellowknife 
where we loaded all our aircraft and serviced 
them between trips.  We had one strict rule:  
in order not to interfere with our morning 
loading and departure routines, no visiting 
aircraft was allowed to remain at our dock 
overnight.  Well, one overcast day in mid-
September a Waco biplane belonging to a 
mining company that was one of our good 
customers arrived and tied up at our dock.  
Late afternoon came and it was still there, 
and our company agent approached me to ask 
if we might bend the rules a little and allow 
the Waco to stay over night.  Knowing that 
this would cause some delay in the morning, 
I was reluctant but finally agreed, on the 
understanding that he would depart early and 
not hold up our operations.

Morning came and we engineers went down to 
the dock early to warm up the engines of the 
three CAL aircraft tied up along the shoreline, 
only to discover that the unwelcome Waco was 
still at the dock, occupying valuable and much-
needed space.  Finally the pilot appeared and 
made hasty preparations for departure, tossing 
his bag into the cabin, then climbing into the 
cockpit.  Our visitor then primed his Waco’s 
engine and turned on the ignition, forgetting 
that, with the colder autumn weather and 
overnight frosts, he would first have to rotate 
the engine two or three times by hand to break 
the oil film in the cylinders.  Apparently, he 
remembered this at last and climbed down 
again from the cockpit.

I was watching this operation from along the 
beach, becoming more and more exasperated 
with the delay.  I saw him stand on the right-
hand float and turn the prop to a near vertical 
position.  He then moved to the left float and 
I watched while he reached across to pull the 
lower prop blade toward him.  Fortunately, 
he couldn’t quite reach the blade.  I say 
“fortunately” because it turned out that it 
it was only the fact that he couldn’t reach it 
that saved his life; he had not switched off the 
ignition when he climbed out of the cockpit, 
and he was now standing squarely in front of 
the propeller.

At the time, however, all I could see was 
that this operation was going nowhere, and I 
called, “Hold on a minute, Mac!  I’ll give you 
a hand.”  With that I walked over and hopped 
down onto the right-hand float.  Though 
unaware that the ignition was still on, I was 
always wary of props, and that was why, when 
I reached out, I used my left hand so my body 
was kept clear of it.  Reaching well forward, 
I touched the blade.  I have no recollection of 
actually moving it; I only remember applying 
pressure to it

Moments later, when I became conscious, I 
was standing on the lake bottom in eight feet 
of frigid water!  Revived by its iciness, I was 
immediately aware of three facts: my left 
side from the shoulder down was numb and 
paralyzed, my head was throbbing and my ears 
were ringing.  I glanced down and noted to my 
surprise that my left hand and arm were still 
there and apparently in their normal locations.  
Then I remember thinking that it didn’t much 
matter because my skull must have been 
shattered and I probably would be conscious 
for only a moment or two.  However, when it 
dawned on me that there was no blood in front 
of my eyes, I reached up and touched my skull 
with my right hand.  To my utter amazement 

my skull seemed to be intact!  (I still have a 
vivid recollection of this act.)

My next realization was that, not being gill-
equipped, I was literally out of my element.  
Obviously a return to the surface was in order.  
Staying close to the dock structure seemed 
like a wise precaution since that nasty Jacobs 
engine might still be running and ready to 
take another bite out of me.  Grasping the 
logs of the dock with my right hand, I pulled 
myself to the surface where three anxious 
faces greeted me - two CAL pilots and the 
pilot of the Waco.  I was promptly fished from 
the water and flown to the hospital at the Con 
Mine.  Because of my heavy clothing and the 
fact that I had been off balance, the blow to 
my shoulder had not broken the skin, though 
it was apparent that some bone damage had 
occurred.  This appeared to be minor at the 
time but it would later result in partial arm 
disability.  My head, aside from a massive 
goose egg, was as good as ever, or - as a 
slightly sarcastic friend observed - no worse 
than it had been.  

Rex Terpening was inducted as a member of 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 1997.

Note:  the re-telling of this incident is taken 
from Rex’s book, Bent Props and Blow Pots, 
published in 2003.  Permission to use has 
kindly been given by Harbour Publishing.  
www.harbourpublishing.com

 A teen-age Rex Terpening, taken near the 
Athabasca River at Fort McMurray where 
he and his family lived at the time.

Terpening photo

Terpening photo

Photo of Rex taken from an album 
made up for his 90th birthday.
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My most interesting experience during my 
business life occurred when I filled the role 
of Director of Military Sales while being 
employed by the de Havilland Aircraft 
Company of Canada Ltd.

From 1950 until 1968 we were able to ‘crack’ 
the U.S. military market with the sale of our 
Beavers, Otters, Caribous and some early 
Buffalos.

In early 1949, I read in the magazine Aviation 
Week that the 10th Search and Rescue 
Squadron, commanded by Col. Bernt Balchen 
in Alaska, were looking for some suitable 
seaplanes for rescue work.  I contacted 
Balchen who said he would entertain a look 
at the Beaver.

At the beginning of July 1949, I flew a Beaver 
seaplane from Toronto to Anchorage, home 
of Alaskan Air Command, and demonstrated 
the aircraft to Balchen, some of his pilots, and 
even the Commanding General of Alaskan 
Air Command.  The key demonstration was a 
fishing trip into a small river about 90 miles 
east of Fairbanks.  On board was Balchen, 
the Deputy Commanding General and two 
others besides myself.  The river was famous 
for Arctic grayling fishing.  Prior to our trip, 
Balchen and company travelled to the river 
on a jeep road - a one-hour trip from the 
nearest airport.  

After surveying the winding river, I had no 
problem landing on a clear, straight stretch.  
However, after landing and pulling up on a 
beach, I realized the river was more shallow 
than it appeared from the air.  While my 
passengers were enjoying good grayling 
fishing, I took an axe out of the emergency 
kit, cut a bunch of saplings and marked out 
the deepest channel in the river where it was 
about three feet deep.  After about two hours 
of good fishing I had no trouble taking off and 
flying the one-hour trip back to Fairbanks.

News of this trip spread at the military 
headquarters so Balchen asked if I would take 
the Commanding General and his friends to a 
favourite fishing spot the next Sunday.  This 
trip was equally successful.

A Cessna aircraft representative, flying a 
Cessna 195 seaplane, requested to Balchen 
that his squadron also evaluate his aircraft 
before settling on the Beaver.  As a result, 
Beaver and Cessna, each with 1000-lbs 
payload, were lined up side by side at the 
Anchorage Seaplane Base.  We took off on 
a signal, with the result that I was able to 
take off and land in half the distance of the 
Cessna.

On departing Anchorage, Balchen advised 
me that he had submitted a request to 
Washington for approval to purchase 14 
Beaver seaplanes, plus skis, for his 10th 
Search and Rescue Squadron.  When this 
request became known to the U.S. general 
aviation industry they forced the USAF 
to have a competition allowing them to 
compete.

In December that year, I took part in a 
competition at U.S. Air Material Command, 
Wright Field, Ohio.  14 different aircraft 
took part - a variety of Cessnas, Beechcraft, 
Pipers, Aero Commanders and a number of 
prototypes that never got past the prototype 
stage.  Leigh Brintnell brought a Bellanca 
Skyrocket from Edmonton.  A number of 
USAF test pilots were assigned to fly and 
evaluate each aircraft.  I flew our Beaver with 
each of them.  One demonstration involved 
each of us, with our full payload, landing 
over a 50-foot barrier.

We won this competition and then Balchen 
got his 14 Beavers. However, at the time 
the USAF was responsible for U.S. Army 
logistic support.  Soon after this competition 
we were asked by the Army to take part in a 
similar competition at a U.S. Army Aviation 
test centre at Ft. Bragg, NC. We also won 
this competition, and soon after were getting 
large orders for the Beaver, which became 
known as the L-20.  We eventually sold 980 
Beavers to the U.S. Army and USAF.

The Beaver experience taught me how to 
deal with U.S. Army, USAF, and later U.S. 
Navy, at their headquarters in the Pentagon in 
Washington.  As a result, we later were able 
to sell our DHC-3 Otter (U-1A) to the Army, 
then the DHC-4 Caribou, in substantial 
quantities.  16 Otters were also purchased by 
the U.S. Navy for use in the Antarctic.

Over these 18 years, my wife and I made 
some great friends with members of the 
U.S. military - a number of these friendships 
lasted long after these people retired from the 
military.

I spent 25 years working at the de Havilland 
Aircraft Co. of Canada in the capacity 
of Chief Test Pilot, Operations Manager, 
Military Sales, Vice-President Sales, and 
President and CEO.

Russ Bannock, D.S.O., D.F.C.*, was 
inducted as a member of Canada’s Aviation 
Hall of Fame in 1983.

Testing the “Beaver”
by Russ Bannock
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One of the most exciting tasks to come 
our way was something I had nothing 
whatsoever to do with, although it was one 
of the proudest moments of the Wardair 
saga, and deserves a place in this story.

In early 1967, the International Continental 
Polar Project mounted a joint Canadian-
American expedition to the northern 
geographic Pole.  This would require setting 
down a lot of equipment at the top of the 
world, and the obvious way to do this was 
to use a Bristol Freighter for the job, so we 
were contacted and asked to take it on.

Don Braun, our head pilot, was delighted 
at the opportunity to show what he could 
do, but, needless to say, he went about a 
very dangerous task in a typically careful 
way.  A single-engine Otter was chartered 
by the expedition to fly from Resolute on 
Cornwallis Island to Alert, at the top of 
Ellesmere Island - our most northerly outpost 
- and, after a stop there, it would proceed, 
via a fuel cache laid down beforehand, to the 
geographical Pole, about five hundred miles 
away.  The Otter would seek out a suitable 
landing place for the Bristol, and only when 

Don was satisfied he could get the aircraft in 
and out without trouble would he go ahead.

That was the theory.

In fact, for some reason, the Otter never 
arrived at Alert, and the expedition sat around 
and sat around and sat around, growing more 
and more frustrated as the limited time they 
had to set up their equipment and work at 
the Pole seemed to be vanishing before their 

eyes.  Finally, Dr. Fred Roots, the Canadian 
in charge of the expedition, begged Don at 
least to take them over the site, to see if they 
could find a landing spot.  If the couldn’t, 
Dr. Roots said they would come back, and 
no hard feelings.

“Okay” said Don, and on the morning of May 
6, 1967 he and his crew consisting of Jeff 
Braithwaite and Harry Kreider, took off from 
Alert.  They carried five tons of scientific 
equipment and a seven man international 
team, and pointed the Bristol’s nose straight 
north.  He carried an astro compass on his 
lap, because, obviously, a magnetic compass 
was of no use in that area.  

When they got close to the spot indicated 
by his instruments, Don spotted a lead of 
ice that looked smooth enough to set down 
his twenty tons of aircraft.  It was a split in 
the ice pack, which had been broken open 
by action of the sea movement and then had 
frozen over again, quite recently, so it was 
still comparatively smooth.  The problem, as 
always in these latitudes, was that the strip 
was covered with snow, and there was no 
way to tell how thick the ice was.

Don took his time about landing.  In fact, he 
never did say he would land until he actually 
did. He was not using a ski-equipped 
aircraft; no wheeled aircraft had ever even 
attempted what he was about to do, and if

Sketch provided by Max Ward

Bristol Freighter on pedestal at Yellowknife. Photo: Wardair

Landing at Geographic North Pole
by Max Ward

(Continued on next page)
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A Scare Turns Lucky
by Walter Chmela

In 1962 the York Soaring Club was flying 
from a small airport called Locust Hill just 
east of Toronto.  We used an Auster as a tow 
plane and a winch to get gliders airborne.  
One day I had a student with me in a 
Doppelraab Trainer and we were ready for a 
winch launch.  When the signal was given for 
takeoff the winch engine with the cable gave 
us a few feet of forward movement but then 
coughed for a few moments and the glider 
overran the end of the cable and the chute 
that was attached to it. The result was the 
end of the cable got caught by the wheel and 
got stuck in the wheelwell.  When the winch 
motor picked up power again and pulled the 
glider forward it was now attached behind 
the C of G (centre of gravity), resulting in an 
almost vertical climb which can easily result 
in an Immelman-like 180 degree turn and 
then of course into a crash.  

In that particular glider the student and 
instructor use the same stick, the instructor 
reaching over the student’s shoulder to 
reach it.  Fortunately I was able to undo my 
seatbelt, stand up and push the stick forward 
as far as it would go.  The glider eventually 
leveled out to about a 45 degree climb angle.  A Doppelraab Soaring Glider Walter Chmela photo

Walter Chmela CAHF photo, 2012

In the meantime the crew at the takeoff point 
noticed what was wrong and signaled to the 
winch operator to stop the launch.  The signal was 
to throw the signal flag into the air.  The winch 
operator was busy at the time with the winch 
motor but finally got the signal and cut the steel 
cable at the winch and the glider continued with 
about 1000 feet of cable still hanging from it.  

Not wishing to get this cable tangled up with 
parked airplanes or trees I picked the middle of 
the field and descended in a circular fashion to 
a point in the middle 
of the main runway 
without interference 
with other traffic.  
Needless to say, this 
was the worst, and 
scariest, incident in my 
70-years of aviation 
activity.

Walter Chmela was 
inducted as a member 
of Canada’s Aviation 
Hall of Fame in 2006.

Landing at Geographic North Pole
by Max Ward
(continued from previous page) 

anything went wrong in such a location, they 
were going to be in big trouble.

Don edged the aircraft down onto the ice, and, 
keeping a lot of power on the engines, ran the 
wheels along the ice for some distance before 
pulling up.  Then he circled the spot to see if 
any water had been drawn to the surface by 
the pressure of the wheels. As far as he could 
tell, it looked clear. He went through the 
whole routine a second time, and this time, 
the prop wash had blown some of the surface 
clear of snow, to reveal a stretch of smooth 
blue ice that appeared sound. Finally, Don 
turned in for his final approach. However, 
first he gave orders that, as soon as he got 
the aircraft slowed down - but not stopped - 
before he turned the engines off, one of the 
scientists would jump out with an axe and 
take a few whacks at the ice to see how thick 
it was.

The landing went like clockwork, and a few 
heart stopping moments later, they were all 
piling out onto the ice and setting up camp.  
They had landed within eighteen miles 
of the Pole itself.  Don got on the radio to 
Alert, and via a computer based in Boston, 
Massachusetts, they were able to determine 
that the aircraft and its ice platform were 
moving at about five-and-a-half knots in the 
arctic current.

The expedition was a great success, and we 
were given due credit for our role, but when 
Don told me about it, my immediate reaction 
was, My God, what if something had gone 
wrong? How would we have got you out 
of there? The reply I got was, reasonably 
enough, that nothing did go wrong.

There was an interesting sidelight to this 
adventure. Don had asked the officials in 
Ottawa to contact the Soviet polar group, 
which had a scientific station not far away, 
on an ice island that had been floating around 
the Arctic Ocean for a number of years.  Don 

wanted their permission, if something went 
wrong, to make an emergency landing at that 
station. The Russians wired back that they 
would be delighted to lend a hand, and made 
it clear that their offer of support included 
fuel, and what was more impressive, or more 
sinister, depending upon how you see these 
things - they knew what kind of plane Don 
was flying, and what kind of fuel he would 
need.

Max Ward was inducted as a member of 
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame at its first 
Induction Ceremonies in 1974.
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My Stikine Adventure
by W. J. (Bill) Wheeler

Although I do not have a pilot’s license, I 
have enjoyed substantial airtime flying with 
pilot friends such as Clark Seaborn, Doug 
Anderson, John Ham, Charlie Catalano and 
a number of others.  I was often invited to 
take the controls for some ‘straight and level’ 
and a few gentle turns.

They were enjoyable experiences and 
selecting the most memorable one is a 
challenge.  However a flight in July, 1989 in 
de Havilland DHC-1 Beaver C-GJZE near 
the Stikine River in Northwestern BC comes 
to mind as probably my most memorable.  
I was one of a party of eight from York 
University who canoed the Stikine and hiked 
around Mount Edziza.

To reach our starting point, we were flown in 
to the Stikine headwaters from Fort Simpson 
(on the Mackenzie River at the junction of 
the Liard River, NWT) by Murray Wood, 
owner, operator and sole pilot of Trans-
Provincial Airways.  Our canoes were 
strapped to the port float struts where, as 
Murray explained, he could keep a close eye 
on them.  Apparently they had little effect on 
the handling of the aircraft.

Murray invited me to sit beside him up front 
and I had my camera ready.  We flew at only a 
few hundred feet, often banking steeply, with 
mountain flanks towering high above us on 
either side.  Occasionally they seemed very 
close.  I took pictures at every opportunity, 
notably one of a cow moose nudging her calf 
out of the water after swimming across the 
river.

We also flew by an opal mining operation 
high on a mountainside, with trucks snaking 
their way down an impossibly narrow road.  
I hoped the drivers were earning danger pay!

Murray also pointed out the miles of lava 
bed from a thousand-year extinct volcano, 
across which we would be hiking.  We 
landed at Laslui Lake in drizzling rain and, 
since much of the day remained, we began 
the canoe portion of our trip.  

After two weeks of canoeing and hiking, 
including crossing the toe of a glacier 

and climbing over a 7,000 foot pass, we 
reached a small lake where we made camp, 
had a refreshing and cleansing swim and 
relaxed, feeling a well-earned sense of 
accomplishment.  In the afternoon we were 
visited by a young black bear who circled 
our camp, apparently curious, but obviously 
just as nervous of us as we were of him.

The next day we did our laundry and packed 
up our gear.  Right on schedule we heard 
the sound of an aircraft engine, and Murray 
skimmed in for a landing a hundred yards 
away across the bay.  It took a couple of trips 
to get our gear around and stowed aboard the 
aircraft.  Again, I sat up front and took in the 
always spectacular scenery.  As I’ve said, 
the trip was a memorable experience and 
provided memories I will always cherish.

William (Bill) Wheeler was inducted as a 
member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame 
in 2011.

Bill Wheeler beside Clark Seaborn’s cabin 
Waco, year 2000

Pilot Murray 
Wood waves 
goodbye after 
dropping off the 
hiking group

Gathering the gear 
after landing at 

Laslui Lake

Bill Wheeler photo

Bill Wheeler photo

Bill Wheeler photo
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Escaping a Downed Bomber
by Ron Peel

For a nonagenarian to select a single 
memorable experience about which to 
write is quite a challenge.  Snippets of my 
RCAF instruction under the British Empire 
Commonwealth Air Training Plan and a 
mention of my first flight across the North 
Atlantic have already appeared in The Flyer.  
Possibly what happened to me five months 
later on December 6, 1941 will be equally 
well received.

Less than two months after ferrying Hudson 
Bomber AM 746 from Montreal to Prestwick, 
this nineteen year old Pilot Officer stood 
rigidly before Squadron Leader Inness of 
RAF Bomber Command. With a skeptical 
eye he gazed at this first Canadian officer to 
be posted to his #9 Squadron and eventually 
asked me but one question:  “Do you know 
anything about this astro navigation?”

With relief I was able to reply, ”Yes, sir, I do.  
Indeed, I have recently navigated the North 
Atlantic using only the sun and stars to fix our 
aircraft’s position.”

The taciturn, lanky, pipe-smoking officer 
commanding 9 Squadron’s ‘A Flight’ paused 
a few moments before uttering a dismissive, 
“Right, Peel.  You are now my navigator.”

I was so surprised that I failed to salute and 
leave. Instead I had the temerity to ask what 
had happened to the Air Observer who had 
navigated his Wellington to the target they 
had bombed the previous night.

“We got off track on our way home and strayed 
over the Ruhr where we were knocked about 
quite a bit by flak. I told my crew to standby 
to abandon the aircraft.  When I eventually 
got our kite right side up I found that all of the 
blighters but the front gunner had bailed out.”

Long before the RAF Bomber Command had 
any of its electronic aids such as Gee, H2S 
and Oboe I used my sextant and the stars to 
keep our Wimpey close to our assigned route.  
As this required our bomber to be flown very 
straight and level while I took my sights I 
became accustomed to hearing “Hurry up, 
Peel” over the intercom by my crew.  None 
of us liked making it easier for the enemy to 
track and attack us.

Prior to the advent of the Lancaster and other 
four-engine heavy bombers, the Wellington 
was the backbone of Bomber Command’s 
offence against the Nazis. Even with our 
Mark 1Cs we were able to deliver almost 
two tons to Berlin during an eight hour flight 
at 15,000 feet.  But we cheered our skipper 
when he announced we had been assigned the 
squadron’s first superior Mark 3 Wellington.  
Yes, it still was of geodetic construction, 
fabric covered, and vulnerable to German 
fighters.  But it had more powerful engines 
and better performance.

It was in this magnificent new Wimpey that 
Squadron Leader Inness and crew were 
completing a routine test flight on that fateful 
December 6th. With map in hand I was in the 
astrodome monitoring our return to Honington 
when our starboard Hercules engine suddenly 
burst into flame. A few moments later its 
entire nacelle was ablaze, fed I suspect, from 
the fuel in that structure’s auxiliary tank.  I 
watched the engine drop off and then to my 
horror saw the wing begin to bend up!  I lost 
no time in warning my skipper to get us on 
the ground as soon as possible. This he did by 
making a superb forced landing in Thetford 
forest.  By the time we had slithered to a halt 
the entire wing and much of the fuselage was 
burning.  From where I had braced myself for 
landing, smoke and flame obscured all exits.  
My only escape route seemed to be through 
the astrodome.  But its hatch was jammed 
and at first I couldn’t open it.  By the time I 
did, my hands were burned and battle dress 
scorched.

Crew members who watched me emerge from 
our doomed aircraft recount that my legs were 
running fast even before I hit the ground.  As I 
was the only one able to run, I dashed through 
the forest to get help. I eventually came upon 
a small cottage in a clearing. A young girl of 
perhaps ten years responded to my urgent 
pounding on the door.  She eyed my charred 
clothing and quietly said “Oh, you’re hurt. 
Come in, lie down and I’ll make you a cup 
of tea.” 

I asked her to call for help for my injured 
comrades still deep in the forest. A few 
minutes later with teacup in hand she told 
me that help was already on its way for them 
and that an ambulance would soon arrive for 
me. I will never forget the calm composure, 
consideration, competence and care of this 
remarkable youngster. My only regret is 
that after my stint in the burns ward of an 
Ely hospital and completion of my tour of 
operations I never saw her again to repeat my 
thanks.

Astro Compass Mk II used by Ron Peel as 
part of crew on Wellington bomber.

Internet photo, 
source unknown

Ron Peel, D.F.C., B.Sc., was inducted as a 
member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame 
in 1991Ron Peel on the left. Ron Peel collection
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With a one day old Commercial pilot’s 
licence and a grand sum of 150 hours flying 
experience, I began my aviation career in 1959 
with a trip from Langley, British Columbia 
to Taber, Alberta in a Boeing Stearman.  It 
was late April and my employer, Skyway Air 
Services, had a seasonal base there and through 
“door knocking”, was contracted by individual 
farmers to spray their crops.  This was the first 
time this newly minted pilot had ever flown 
east of Hope, BC, and even though it was a 
short trip it was a memorable one because 
the airplane was shy on creature comfort, 
communication and navigational equipment, 
and fuel capacity.  So much so on the latter I 
couldn’t even follow roads to visually navigate 
my way.  Accurate map reading was a survival 
necessity, as was a keen respect for weather.  
Crossing the Rockies at 10,000 feet in my open-
air Boeing made for a very cold pilot when I 
got to my destination but in 1959 human factor 
conditions such as hypothermia were not yet 
commonly understood.  Like so many aspects 
of my 50+ year career though, I used every 
experience - inflight, on the ground or in a 
Boardroom - to both shape the businesses I led 
and ensure the safety and effectiveness of the 
hundreds of specialty aviation professionals I 
would work with.

In this day and age especially, it is difficult 
for most of us to even begin to imagine the 
stark contrast between serving as Chairman of 
the Board for Conair today, and being pilot, 
mechanic and operational pioneer in a variety 
of specialty operations in earlier times. It is 
experience many pilots and others would love to 
call their own. Picture it, if you can….   Spraying 
market garden crops for farmers located between 
Ladner and Chilliwack, BC by flying your 
Boeing Stearman in the early morning hours 
and evenings, at only a couple of feet above the 
ground; able to feel the weeds nick the wheels of 
your aircraft.  You are one with your airplane and 
you work hard to please your farmer customers 
who come to respect you.   Or flying a Grumman 
TBM, VFR of course, between BC and Quebec, 
New Brunswick or Newfoundland, where wind 
and aircraft cooperating and weather permitting, 
you start flying at dawn.  You follow the ups and 
downs of the hilly terrain and aerially dispense a 
few loads until the wind came up, and then you 
fly again from the time the wind dies down until 
dark.  Long days;  all in the name of eradicating 
spruce budworm infestations.  

A Glimpse Into My Specialty Flying
by Barry Marsden

But it wouldn’t be just you and 
your flying machine.  No, in groups 
of two or three spray aircraft, each 
of you flying in formation at about 
200 feet apart and 100 feet above 
ground, along with two Cessna 172 
“pointer” aircraft, each containing 
a pilot and a navigator.  It was 
their job to use large scale maps 
and photos to identify each spray 
line and your job to follow them 
down the line and apply the spray.  
The two pointers had to position 
themselves so that one could show 
you and your formatted TBM 
where to turn the spray booms on 
and the other where to turn the 
spray booms off.  This scenario 
alone called for precision in timing 
and positioning, but it was the fact 
there could be 20 TBMs and 15 
Cessnas operating from the same 
airstrip at one time that made it a 
truly remarkable choreography.  
One season there were as many as 64 TBMs 
and 40 Cessnas, plus DC-6s and C-46s, 
spraying New Brunswick’s forests.

By the end of June each year the TBMs, and 
later the larger, four-engine, two-pilot and 
IFR-capable Douglas DC-6s, would return 
to BC from the east in time to fight forest 
fires.  A completely different objective and 
operation from budworm spraying, aerial fire 
fighting involved dropping retardant from 
tanks and BC’s “Initial Attack” method was 
developed by key members of BC’s Ministry 
of Forests and by Conair, including myself.  
Initial attack was simple:  hit the fire hard and 
hit it fast.  It was revolutionary, effective and 
it set the standard for jurisdictions in Canada 
and eventually in other countries.   

I also spent several Fall seasons fertilizing 
forests on Vancouver Island, using Boeing 
Stearman initially and later the much superior 
(they were heated!) Cessna Ag Trucks and 
Wagons.  Flying 50 to 100 feet above the tree 
tops, this specialty operation had its own set 
of unique challenges.  Here, we pilots had to 
contend with rain and fog, create our own spray 
maps and even make our own mountainside 
airstrips - which made it important to land 
uphill and take-off downhill!  

Other specialty flying in which I was involved 
was salmon enhancement, where fertilizer was 
sprayed into salmon nursery lakes to increase 
plankton growth, create a greater food supply 
and thereby increase salmon survival rates 
at sea.  There were also months of DC-6 oil 
dispersant application to an oil spill in Mexico;  
spraying cities in Ontario and Manitoba to 
eradicate encephalitis-carrying mosquitos, and 
in Vancouver, BC and Auckland, New Zealand 
spraying to eradicate gypsy moth threats.  
One of my favourite airborne excursions was 
ferrying Conair-built Firecat Airtankers from 
Abbotsford, BC to Marseille, France,   a 36+ 
hour flight trek flown in six hour increments.

I believe few pilots anywhere have had the 
diverse, challenging, and gratifying specialty 
aviation flying experience that I have had.  
For me, flying and airplanes in general have 
been a life-long and rewarding passion.  I am 
fortunate to have the support of my family 
and am able to enjoy my work and flying 
life.  Today I continue to enjoy customer 
involvement and helping Conair strategically 
develop its business.

Barry Marsden was inducted as a member 
of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 2009.

Conair photo

Barry Marsden in the Grumman TBM Avenger which 
was used by Conair from 1969 to 1977 for both forest 
fire control and spraying forests for spruce budworm 
infestations.
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Providing Breathing Equipment for “Very High” Fliers
by Wilson Leach

In the Beginning…
I arrived at the Institute of Aviation Medicine 
(IAM), Toronto in the fall of 1954 on posting 
midway through a 2-year Master’s Program 
in Biophysics. I was attached to the Defence 
Research Medical Laboratory (DRML) at 
Downsview to Head a small RCAF Satellite 
Unit tasked to operate their Guardite 
Decompression Chamber.  

Cartoon depicts what happens to blood as it 
tends to pool in the extremities and abdomen, 
despite the presence of the pressure vest and 
G-suit.  The pressure vest functioned like a giant 
tourniquet around the torso.

The Guardite Chamber…
This was a ‘state of the art’ Decompression 
Chamber wherein we conducted our high 
altitude experiments on subjects wearing 
partial pressure suitry. The large box-like 
structure on the right side of the photo could 
accommodate up to 15 subjects undergoing 
familiarization flights up to 12,000’ altitude 
during which time they could experience 
and witness the dangerous effects of hypoxia 
(lack of oxygen).  Air could be pumped from 
this large box creating a partial vacuum 
which could be used to reduce the pressure 
in the smaller box on the left side being 
used for single subjects undergoing sudden 
decompression from lower altitudes to much 
higher altitudes, e.g. 8000’ to 65,000’ as 
required for our experiments with breathing 
equipment for the Avro Arrow.  Connecting 
the large and small chambers is a small 
‘capsule’ which could be used to simulate 
altitudes in excess of 100,000’ for a single 
subject.

The Guardite “Decompression” Chamber.  
I’ve been to 105,000 feet in this chamber.

Designing breathing equipment…
Our major assignment was to design 
protective breathing equipment for aircrew 
flying the Avro Arrow. A rather tall order for 
some of us who’d never laid eyes on an item 
of Aircrew Breathing Equipment. Typically, 
we were to use available equipment, and 
if none was available, to design suitry to 
provide the maximum protection with the 
minimum delay and cost!

One of our Medical Associate Officers 
(MAO), who was a trained Physicist, 
designed, and the workshops at DRML 
built, a console housing gauges and valves 
to deliver oxygen at the rate and quantities 
required. Final assembly ended up with an 
available anti-g suit designed earlier by Dr. 
W.R.Franks at the IAM, a pressure vest 
designed in the Safety Equipment Section 
of our Satellite Unit and built by Irwin Air 
Chute in Fort Erie, the company that built 
the anti-g suits, and a ‘pressure helmet’ 
manufactured at the GQ plant in Slough, 
UK and similar to the helmet the RAF was 
testing in Farnborough at that time.

Testing the equipment…
When the assembly was ready for trial, it 
was donned by me and later my Medical 
Officer assistant and gradually the pressures 
were increased until the maximum required 
to maintain consciousness at 65,000’ 
for an arbitrary time of 5 minutes was 
reached without losing consciousness. This 
conceivably would allow the pilot time to 
regain control of the aircraft and return to 
8000’ as rapidly as possible. The helmet was

The subject is wearing the partial pressure suit, 
sitting in an ejection seat from the Avro Arrow at 
ground level pressure, showing the console built 
in the DRML workshops and the large cylinder of 
oxygen to the right of the subject.

the most difficult item of equipment to 
introduce.  Sometimes a subject wanted it 
off before the ziipper had been fully closed, 
especially if he had the slightest fear of 
claustrophobia.

The helmet in the photo is spread out to give 
an indication of why it was so hard to get used 
to.  Little things like an itchy nose were minimal 
compared with the fear of having to get it off in 
the event of nausea.  It took 2 people to get this 
helmet on and zipped up the back, and if someone 
had the slightest concern for claustrophobia, it 
was ball game over before even getting the helmet 
all the way on.

At this point in our experiments, we were 
literally ‘flying by the seats of our pants’. 
We had no equipment to monitor cardiac 
response to these excessively high pressures, 
which meant that assessing the subject’s 
general reaction to the entire procedure was 
done by tapping him on the head and holding 
a thumb up hoping he’d nod his head!
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safety for those flying high altitude aircraft.  
The foregoing adventure was considered of 
sufficient importance to warrant the Trans 
Canada (McKee) Trophy for the year 1960.  
The trophy was presented to W/C W.G. 
Leach by the Minister of National Defence 
in Quebec City in November 1961.

The Honourable Douglas Harkness, Minister of 
National Defence, presents Wing Commander 
Wilson Leach with a ‘replica’ of the Trans 
Canada (McKee) Trophy at the 27th Annual 
Banquet of the Air Industries and Transport 
Association of Canada in Quebec City, 
November 1, 1961.  Leach calls this the highlight 
of his career in the Service.

Wilson Leach, C.M.M., C.D**, M.D., was 
inducted as a member of Canada’s Aviation Hall 
of Fame at its first Induction Ceremonies in 1974. 

After a few moments at that altitude, we’d 
signal for the chamber to start descending to 
8000’.  (Note:  I would normally be wearing a 
standard white lab coat, but I am in full uniform 
for this photo, showing Flight Lieutenant Rank 
and caduceus on lapels of tunic signifying 
Medical Branch.)

Avro Arrow project cancelled…
Unfortunately, soon after this the Arrow 
project was cancelled as was our high 
altitude breathing equipment project. 

Sample of Co-operation…
Before our project had been cancelled, 
George Lothian (another original CAHF 
inductee) arranged to bring the Trans Canada 
Airlines flight crews being trained to receive 
the DC-8s into the TCA fleet, to our chamber 
for explosion from the normal cockpit 
pressure in the DC-8 to 45,000’ (normal 
cruising altitude of DC-8).  On explosion, the 
crew would don the standard oxygen mask 
found in the DC-8 and the chamber would be 
lowered to normal.  This was a good example 
of how Service and Civilian Units could co-
operate to complete important operational 
requirements.

McKee Trophy Award…
Although prototype equipment had not been 
developed at this time because of the Arrow 
cancellation, the research resulted in greater 

Luckily, we had no casualties, and when we 
were satisfied with the results of our times 
in the suit at ground level, we moved to 
the chamber where we were exploded from 
8000’ (Arrow’s normal cabin pressure) to 
65,000’, (Arrow’s normal cruising altitude).  
After a few moments at 65,000’, the chamber 
pressure was lowered back to 8000’, and a 
‘cheer went up” from all observers.  

Subject at ground level pressurized to pressures 
required to maintain consciousness at 65,000’ 
for sufficient time for him to get his aircraft down 
to at least 8000’ where oxygen was not required.  
When we were satisfied that the subject could 
remain conscious and reasonably comfortable 
at ground level for 5 minutes at these pressures, 
we’d move him to the chamber and repeat the 
experiment by exploding the chamber from 8000’ 
to 65,000’, the cruising altitude of the Arrow.  
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Message from Mach 25 on ISS
by Chris Hadfield

The ISS is an orbiting research vessel of 
unprecedented capability, and Canada is in 
the thick of it. We have experiments inside 
investigating human physiology and health 
as well as nano-materials development, 
while on the outside our robots are learning 
how to repair and refuel ailing satellites. The 
iconic Canadarm2 put the Station together, 
and Canadian astronauts from Marc Garneau 
to Julie Payette have worked inside and out. 
Everyone in the country can be rightfully 
proud of Canada’s achievements and the 
inspiration that they bring.

In 2013, the 50th year of Canada in space 
since the launch of our first satellite Alouette, 
this Canadian is now asked to command a 

spaceship. It’s a first for our country, but is 
really just the culmination of a lot of other 
firsts. I stand on the shoulders of so many that 
have made this possible, and now take my 
turn to try and add to that solid foundation 
for the Canadians that follow. 

It is vital that tomorrow’s generations have 
the confidence, tools and education, as well 
as the vision and drive, to continue our 
exploration and understanding of our place 
in the world, and our World’s place in the 
rest of the universe. 

As a Canadian aviator and explorer, it is a 
tremendous honour to assume command of 
the ISS. I will do my best to acquit myself 

Moon rise over Earth NASA photo / Chris Hadfield

Continued on next page
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Chris Hadfield on board the ISS, with mike in hand talking to his many fans and answering 
countless questions.

NASA photo / Chris Hadfield

NASA photo / Chris HadfieldSunrise on earth on Easter Sunday

well, accomplish the utmost as a crew for all 
the International Partners, and fully live and 
share the experience on behalf of so many 
around our world.

THE SONG FROM SPACE

Everyone who has followed Chris Hadfield 
on Google, on YouTube or other media 
is familiar with his guitar on board the 
International Space Station.  He collaborated 
with Ed Robertson in composing this song 
which has been played countless times on 
radio stations across the country while he is 
in orbit.  He generously shared it with me for 
this issue of The Flyer.

I.S.S.  (Is Somebody Singing)
Music by Ed Robertson
Lyrics by Ed Robertson and Chris Hadfield

On solid fuel, and wires
Turn the key, and light the fires
We’re leaving Earth today.
This rocket’s burning bright 
We’ll soon be out of sight
And orbiting in space.

Pushed back in my seat
Look out my window
There goes home.
That ball of shining blue
houses everybody anybody ever knew.

Chorus:

So, sing your song, I’m listening
Out where stars are glistening
I can hear your voices bouncing off the moon.
If you could see our Nation
From the International Space Station
You’d know why I want to get back soon.

All black and white just fades to grey
Where the sun rises
Sixteen times a day.
You can’t make out borders from up here
Just a spinning ball within a tiny atmosphere
You’d know why I want to get back soon.

Eighteen thousand miles an hour
Fueled by science and solar power
The oceans racing past
At half a thousand tons
Ninety minutes Moon to Sun
A bullet can’t go half this fast

Floating from my seat
Look out my window
There goes Home
That brilliant ball of blue
Is where I’m from, and also where I’m going to

Pushed back in my seat
Look out my window
Here comes home
What once was fuelled by fear
Now has fifteen Nations orbiting together here.

Chris has kindly given permission to print these 
lyrics, and we give credit to 
Ed Robertson, and the following:
© 2012, Treat Baker Music / Warner Chappell 
Music / Chris Hadfield Inc.

Chris Hadfield, M.S.C., C.D.*, M.Sc., was 
inducted as a member of Canada’s Aviation 
Hall of Fame in 2005.
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Honouring ‘Stocky’ Edwards, DFC*
by Robert (Bud) White

As President of the Air Force Officers 
Association of Greater Vancouver (AFOA), I 
headed a committee which organized an event 
to honour one of our distinguished members, 
‘Stocky’ Edwards. This would be a prelude to 
his induction into Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame later in May of this year.

The Mess Dinner was held on Friday evening 
5 April 2013 in Vancouver -- commemorating 
the 89th Anniversary of the RCAF -- at which 
Wing Commander (RCAF Ret’d) ‘Stocky’ 
Edwards, DFC and his wife Toni were our 
guests of honour. 

This was a formal affair at which the head table 
VIPs  were ‘piped in’ to the whirl of bagpipes 
and the applause of some seventy members 
and guests at the beautiful Point Grey Golf 
and Country Club. Attendees included their 
daughter, Angel (Debbie) and granddaughter 
Melisha, distinguished members of the 
AFOA and the Aircrew Association (ACA), 
and guests from Abbotsford to Comox, BC. 

Following an excellent dinner, toasts to the 
Queen and to Fallen Comrades were made. 
Wing Commander (Ret’d) Mike Matthews, 
who is a Director  of CAHF, introduced 
Stocky with a detailed description of his 
remarkable career–and forthcoming induction 
into Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in May 
2013 ! 

Left to Right:  
Group Captain 
(Ret’d) 
Bud White, 
Lee White, 
Toni Edwards, 
Wing Commander 
(Ret’d) 
Stocky Edwards, 
Edie Matthews, 
Wing Commander 
(Ret’d) 
Mike Matthews

Stocky surrounded at AFOA Mess Dinner by his wartime ‘Mates’
Left to Right: Alan Davidson, who flew with RAF Sqn 227 Beaufighters over Malta, Libya 
& Italy.  
Bill Marr,  who flew Beaufighter & Mosquito Night Fighters with 409 Sqn, then had a long 
career with TCA/Air Canada 
Harry Hardy, DFC + caterpillar, Flt Cdr 440 Sqn, flew Typhoons through 96 Combat Ops 
Flts, 2 bail outs,  Falaise Gap onward.
Stocky Edwards, DFC*, and 
Richard Perry, DFC, with 208 Sqn, Western Desert

Stocky gave thanks for the introduction and 
then told stories of his remarkable military 
career, including the events surrounding his 
‘crash’ landing on a mountain top in Italy.   
He replied to a series of questions from a 
fascinated audience. The evening finished 
with the reading of a ‘surprise’ poem from his 
daughter Angel, the singing of a wonderful 
duet by Angel and Toni, and a warm-hearted 
solo from Angel with her guitar. 

Finally, gift books were presented to Stocky 
and Mike Matthews from the AFOA, Toni 
Edwards was presented with a lovely 
bouquet of flowers, and groups scattered 
for photograph sessions. A fine ‘Western 
Preliminary’ for Stocky Edwards’ May 30th 
induction into Canada’s Aviation Hall of 
Fame!

‘Stocky’ Edwards giving his appreciation

Bud White photo

Bud White photo

Bud White photo
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Quite often I am asked to speak about my 
career as an airline pilot.  I’ve done many talks 
at schools and career fairs, encouraging young 
girls to consider getting their pilot licenses for 
a career which even today seems remote for 
many.  Recently I was invited to talk at the 
Galt Museum in Lethbridge, Alberta.  

Lethbridge is my home town, and I grew up 
on a farm near there.  My father owned an 
Aeronca Champ when I was a child and I 
loved to fly with him as often as I could.  

I decided at a young age that I wanted to be a 
pilot.  On my 17th birthday, my parents took 
me to the Lethbridge Flying Club for my first 
flying lesson. I received my Private Pilots 
License two months later.  I then checked out 
in my father’s Cessna 170.  He knew I wanted 
to be a professional pilot so he encouraged 
me to build up my flying hours in his plane.

While attending the University of Calgary I 
completed my Commercial Pilots License 
and Instructors Rating.  My first flying job 
was instructing at the Winnipeg Flying Club.  
While instructing, I completed the Multi-
Engine and Instrument Ratings and when I 
had enough hours wrote the exams for an Air 
Transport Rating.

Then it was time to apply to the Airlines.  
In 1973, Transair, a regional airline out of 
Winnipeg, had just taken delivery of two 
new jet aircraft and were hiring pilots. They 
accepted my resume and hired me as a First 
Officer on the Fokker 28. This was a big 
deal!  I became the first woman pilot in North 
America to be hired to fly a jet for a scheduled 
airline. 

This was the beginning of a very interesting 
and challenging career. I had my foot in 
the door and I managed to retain my career 
through many changes in the Canadian 
Airline Industry during the next 30 years. 
In 1980, Pacific Western Airlines purchased 
Transair, so I was now a PWA pilot.  It is 
interesting that in 1980, my husband Bill 
Pratt was hired by PWA on the Hercules.  
My husband and I moved from Winnipeg to 
Edmonton and I checked out on the Boeing 
737 as First Officer.  

A Place for a Lady - Becoming an Airline Pilot
by Rosella Bjornson

Marc Anthony art

In 1984, after we had moved to Edmonton, 
Bill and I tracked down the owner of my 
father’s Cessna 170 and purchased it. We 
have it in a hangar in our backyard at our 
airpark and enjoy the freedom of being able 
to take off and fly wherever we want to go.

More changes came in 1985, when PWA 
purchased Canadian Pacific Airlines which 
created Canadian Airlines.  Canadian Airlines 
was a great airlines to work for - it was large 
enough that there was a variety of destinations 
and the people were great to work with.  My 
favourite routes were Yellowknife, Inuvik, 
Cambridge Bay, and Resolute Bay - all those 
exciting hot spots of the North. 

In 1990, I was senior enough to check out as 
Captain on the B737. By then my husband was 
a First Officer on the B737 and we often flew 
together as a crew, with me as the Captain.  

In 2000, Air Canada took over Canadian 
Airlines and by 2002 formed ZIP Airlines 
with the remaining B737s.  In 2004, Air 
Canada decided to park the B737s, shut 
down ZIP and close the Edmonton base.  It 
was time for a major decision - do I change 
my base and check out on another aircraft or 

do I retire? I didn’t want to move from our 
lovely acreage to Toronto or Vancouver.  Bill 
commuted to the Toronto base, but I decided 
to take early retirement in September of 2004 
after 32 years with the airlines. 

I was retired for only a week when I received a 
call from the Chairman of the Board of CAHF 
asking me to join the Board of Directors. I 
attended my first meeting and they asked me 
to take on the task of Secretary/Treasurer and a 
month later the administrator quit and I started 
volunteering in the CAHF office several days 
a week.  Almost 9 years later I am still there, 
filling the role of Executive Director. 

Rosella Bjornson was inducted as a member 
of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 1997.

Rosella beside her 
Cessna 170 which 

her father had owned 
when she was young 

and learning to fly.

Rosella and her husband, 
Bill Pratt, doing crew duty on 
Canadian Airlines B-737.

Bjornson photo

Bjornson photo
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1974
Agar, Carlyle Clare  (1901-1968)  
Archibald, William Munro  (1876-1949)  
Armstrong, Neil J.  (1920-1994) 
Balchen, Bernt  (1899-1973)  
Baldwin, Frederick Walker  (1882-1948)
Barker, William George  (1894-1930)   
Bazalgette, Ian Willoughby  (1918-1944)
Bell, Alexander Graham  (1847-1922)  
Berry, Arthur M. (Matt)  (1888-1970)  
Beurling, George F. (Buzz)  (1921-1948)
Bishop, William Avery  (1894-1956)  
Bristol, Helen Marcelle (1909-1995)  
Burbidge, Maurice (Moss)  (1896-1977)  
Collishaw, Raymond  (1893-1976)  
Dickins, C.H. ‘Punch’  (1899-1995)  
Fauquier, John Emilius  (1909-1981)  
Finland, George Harold  (1901-1983)
Forester, Norman G.  (1898-1975)  
Fowler, Walter Warren  (1906-1986) 
Fullerton, Elmer Garfield  (1891-1968)
Garratt, Philip Clark  (1894-1974)  
Gilbert, Walter Edwin  (1899-1986)  
Graham, Stuart  (1896-1976)   
Gray, Robert Hampton  (1917-1945)  
Greenaway, Keith Rogers (1916-2010) 
Hartman, Paul Albert  (1918-1990)  
Hayter, Henry Winston  (1900-1974)  
Heaslip, Robert Thomas  (1919-2007) 
Hollick-Kenyon, Herbert  (1897-1975) 
Hornell, David Ernest  (1910-1944)  
Knox, William G.M. Mel  (1911-1996)  
* Leach, Wilson George  (1923- )  
Leigh, Zebulon Lewis  (1906-1996)  
Lothian, George Bayliss  (1909-2000)  
MacDougall, Frank A. (1896-1975)  
MacInnis, Gerald Lester  (1914-1991)  
May, Wilfrid Reid ‘Wop’  (1896-1952)  
McConachie, G.W. Grant  (1909-1965)  
McCurdy, J.A.D. John  (1886-1961)  
McGregor, Gordon Roy   (1901-1971) 
McLean, Alexander Daniel  (1896-1969)
McLeod, Alan Arnett  (1899-1918)  
McMillan, Stanley Ransom   (1904-1991)
McMullen, Archibald Major  (1906-1983)
Mead, Bert William  (1923-2011)  
Moar, Jack  (1905-1977)  
Munro, Raymond Alan  (1921-1994)  
Mynarski, Andrew Charles  (1916-1944)
Oaks, Harold A.  (Doc)  (1896-1968)  
Phillips, George Hector R.  (1893-1977) 
Phipps, Welland Wilfred  (1922-1996)  
Randall, Robert Cheetham  (1908-2004)
Rawson, Bernard A.  (1907-1996)  
Reid, Thomas Mayne  (1895-1954)  
Reilly, John Hardisty   (1921-2003) 
Reilly, Moretta F. ‘Molly’  (1922-1980) 
Rood, James Lindsay   (1911-2004)  
Seagrim, Herbert Walter  (1912-1998)  
Seymour, Murton Adams  (1892-1976)  
Showler, John Gavin  (1912-1989)  
Siers, Thomas William  (1896-1979)  
Sims, Arthur George ‘Tim’  (1907-1982)
Sloan, John Charles  (1924-1983)  
Tomlinson, Samuel A.  (1900-1973)  
Trans-Canada Airlines  (formed 1937) 
Tripp, Leonard John  (1896-1985)  
Tudhope, John Henry   (1891-1956)  
Turner, Percival Stanley  (1916-1985)  
Vachon, J.P. Romeo  (1898-1954)  

* Ward, Maxwell William  (1921- ) 
Watson, Donald N.  (1921- 2013 )    
West, Roland Burgess  (1919-2001) 
* White, Robert Allan ‘Bud’  (1928- ) 
Williams, Thomas F.  (1885-1985) 
Wilson, John Armistead  (1879-1954) 
* Wright, Jerauld George  (1917- ) 
Yorath, Dennis Kestell  (1905-1981) 
Young, Franklin Inglee  (1909-1973)
Zurakowski, Janusz  (1914-2004) 

1975
Baker, Russell Francis  (1910-1958) 

1976
Austin, J.A.M. (Jack) (1912-1984) 
Brintnell, Wilfred Leigh (1895-1971) 
Brown, Francis Roy  (1896-1960) 
Howe, Clarence Decatur  (1886-1960)
Richardson, James A.  (1885-1939)

1977
MacLaren, Donald R.  (1893-1989)
MacLeod, Merlin William  (1892-1959)
Turnbull, Wallace Rupert  (1870-1954)

1978
Godfrey, Albert Earl  (1890-1982)
Jewitt, William Gladstone  (1897-1978)
McCall, Fred R.G.  (1895-1949) 

1979
Kennedy, Harry Marlowe  (1904-1989) 
May, William Sidney   (1909-1981) 
Wilson, Arthur Haliburton  (1899-1983)

1980
Fowler, Robert Howden (1922-2011)
Foy, James Henry  (1922-1974) 
Lawrence, Thomas Albert  (1895-1992)

1981
Capreol, Erskine Leigh  (1898-1963) 
Luck, William F. Sheldon  (1911-2004)

1982
Burke, Carl Frederick  (1913-1976) 
Orr, Marion Alice  (1918-1995)  
Stedman, Ernest Walter  (1888-1957)

1983
* Bannock, Russell  (1919-  )  
Fox, Thomas Payne  (1909-1995)  
Franks, Wilbur Rounding  (1901-1986)
MacGill, E.M.G. Elsie  (1905-1980) 
Sanderson, William John  (1898-1984)

1984
Curtis, Wilfred Austin  (1893-1977)
Halton, Harry  (1922-2003)   
Lilly, Alexander John  (1910-2008)
Newson, William F.M.  (1917-1988)

1985
Davoud, Paul Yettvart  (1911-1987) 
Plant, John Lawrence  (1910-2000)
* Taylor, Claude Ivan  (1925- ) 

1986

1987
Fraser, Douglas  (1904-1990)  
Hobbs, Basil Deacon  (1894-1963)
Vanhee, Archie  (1909-2009) 

1988
Caywood, Alfred Beebe  (1910-1991)
Dyment, John Talbot  (1904-2000)  
Grandy, Roy Stanley  (1894-1965)  
Leckie, Robert  (1890-1975)  
Palmer, John Ender  (1896-1964) 

1989
Audette, Julien Joseph (1914-1986) 
Hopson, Herbert  (1909-1993)  
Middleton, Robert Bruce  (1912-1970)
Morrison, Angus Curran  (1919-2003) 

1990
* Grossmith, Seth Walter  (1922- ) 
McNair, Robert Wendell  (1919-1971)  
Powell, Peter Geoffrey   (1917-2005)  

1991
* Peel, Ronald  (1922- )  
Sutherland, Alexander M.  (1910-1993)
Lucas, Joseph Henry  (1912-1961) 

1992
Blakey, Thurston (Rusty) (1911-1986) 
Fallow, Maurice D’Arcy  (1913-1971)  
Hutt, Albert Edward  (1901-1990) 

1993
Boffa, Ernest Joseph  (1904-2004)
* Floyd, James Charles  (1914- ) 
Michaud, Almer Leonard  (1914-1998)
Smith, Elvie Lawrence  (1926-1999) 

1994
Baker, Ronald John  (1912-1990) 
Dodds, Robert Leslie  (1921-1986) 
Russell, Frank Walter  (1909-1994)

1995
* Neal, George Arthur  (1918- ) 
* Richmond, Robert ‘Dick’  (1919- )
Woodman, Jack Fraser   (1925-1987)

1996
* Bradford, Robert William (1923- ) 
* Cavadias, Nicholas Byron  (1929- )  
* Clarke, Larry Denman  (1925- ) 
Schweitzer, Eugene H.  (1915-2007) 

1997
* Bjornson, Rosella (1947- )   
Saunders, Kenneth Foster  (1893-1974) 
Schultz, Rayne Dennis ‘Joe’  (1922-2011)
* Terpening, Harold ‘Rex’  (1913- )  

1998
Hiscocks, Richard Duncan  (1914-1996)  
Hotson, Frederick William (1913-2012)  
Rogers, Donald Howard  (1916-2006)  
Smith, Franklin Ernest W.  (1913-1996) 

1999
* Beaudoin, Laurent (1938-  )  
Buller, Frederick Howard  (1914-1994) 
* Kerr, Leslie George  (1928-)  

2000
Bain, James Tocher  (1906-1988)  
Baker, Albert William  (1918-2008)  
Dilworth, Paul Bernard  (1915-2007)   
* Dowling, Vera E.  (1918-)   
Lane, Reginald John  (1920-2003)   

2001
Birchall, Leonard Joseph  (1915-2004) 
* Carr, William Keir  (1923- ) 
Chamberlin, James A.  (1915-1981) 

2002
Dunlap, Clarence Rupert  (1908-2003) 
McClure, Donald Stuart  (1923-2008) 
McIvor, Daniel Erskine  (1911-2005) 

2003
Boggs, William Brenton (1918-2011) 
Cooper-Slipper, T.P.M. (Mike)  (1921-2004)    

2003
McLeish, Walter McDonald  (1920-2004) 
Zubko, Michael  (1923-1991) 

2004
Cooke,Thomas Charles   (1919-2004) 
* Milberry, Lawrence  (1943- )
Woollett, Walter (Babe) (1906-1998) 

2005
Fraser-Harris, A.B. Fraser  (1916-2003) 
* Hadfield, Chris Austin  (1959- )  
Maclure, Kenneth Cecil (1914-1988)   
McConachie, Eric  (1927-2012)  

2006
* Chmela, Walter F.  (1926- )   
McIntyre, Robert Billo  (1913-1985) 
Tilley, A. Ross  (1904-1988) 
* Villeneuve, J.A.G.F. ‘Fern’ (1927- )

2007
Deluce, Stanley M.  (1923-2010)   
Dobbin, Craig Laurence  (1935-2006)
Hitchins, Fred Harvey  (1904-1972)   

2008
* Garneau, Marc  (1949- )  
Kearns, Frederick Ronald  (1924-1987)
Pasmore, Hubert Martyn  (1898-1998)   

2009
Lamb, Tom  (1898-1969)   
Luttman, Charles  (1908-2001)   
* Marsden, Kenneth Barry  (1939- )   
Reynolds, Stanley  (1923-2012)   

2010
Laserich, Willie  (1932-2007)   
Mulock, Redford  (1886-1961)   
* Payette, Julie  (1963- )   
* Warren, Vi Milstead  (1919- )   

2011
* Crichton, John  (1946- )   
Hamilton, Donald  (1924-2011)   
Ryan, Richard ‘Dick’ (1896-1992)   
* Wheeler, William J.  (1931- )   

2012
* Christensen, Nils  (1921- )   
Edwards, Harold ‘Gus’ (1892-1952)   
* Jeanniot, Pierre  (1933- )   
* Williams, Dafydd ‘Dave’ (1954- )   

Total:  208 members, May 1, 2013

2013 Inductees
Bennett, Victor Robert   (1928-  )
Edwards, James ‘Stocky’   (1921-  )
Henley, Joseph Fernand   (1922-  )
Sandford, John William   (1934-  )

208 Members, May 1, 2013  
By Year of Induction:
Compiled by Mary Oswald
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